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ABSTRACT 

This thesis has analyzed some aspects of stochastic flow and transport in ge

ologic media with a random stationary and statistically isotropic hydraulic conduc

tivity field. Explicit expressions for cross-covariances between velocity and head, 

and velocity and log conductivity as well as covariances of velocity under steady 

state uniform mean three-dimensional flow with an exponential log conductivity 

covariance are derived to first order and their structure is examined. An exact 

early time solution due to Batchelor for the mean concentration is compared with 

other existing stochastic solutions and its range of validity is determined for the 

case of an instantaneous point source. This early time solution is simpler and more 

general than any other stochastic transport solution at early time. A Monte Carlo 

simulation scheme is developed to study the ensemble behavior of solute particles 

traveling in such a field. The thesis concludes with a concentration estimation 

scheme conditioning on site measurements. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Stochastic theories of flow and solute transport in complex geologic media 

have been developed rapidly during the last two decades since it has been recog

nized that a deterministic description of the spatial variation of flow properties and 

transport phenomena on a field scale is not always satisfactory. 

Solute transport in complex media is controlled by the underlying velocity 

field v(x,i), which is in turn determined by the hydraulic conductivity K(x), head 

/i(x), kinematic porosity (j> and other factors. Variations of K and h introduce spa

tial fluctuations in groundwater velocity and hence cast uncertainties on transport. 

Flow properties such as K and h are usually treated as random functions, hence so 

should the velocity and concentration c(x,i). c(x, t) can not be fully determined 

without knowing the velocity at each point in space. Therefore, one common ap

proach is to compute the ensemble mean concentration (c(x, t)) which is of interest 

as the most easily obtained estimate of the actual concentration c(x, t) .  

It is now widely recognized that field-scale dispersion is generally non-

Fickian and nonlocal, sometimes time-dependent and scale-dependent. The issue 

of time-dependent dispersion is studied in a number of papers by Dagan (1984, 

1987, 1988), Guven and Molz (1986), Gelhar (1987), Koch and Brady (1987, 1988), 

Sposito and Barry (1987), Yeh (1987), Barry et al (1988), Kitanidis (1988), Naff et 



al (1988), Neuman and Zhang (1990), Zhang and Neuman (1990), and others. One 

manifestation of scale-dependent behavior is the apparent increase in longitudinal 

dispersivity with the scale of the experiment, as pointed out by Lallemand-Barres 

and Peaudecerf (1978), Anderson (1979), Pickens and Grisak (1981), Gelhar (1986) 

and Arya et al (1988), and analyzed theoretically by Neuman (1990, 1991). 

The stochastic solute transport process in a random velocity field is com

monly approached either from an Eulerian or a Lagrangian point of view. Eule-

rian methods usually establish the stochastic solute conservation equations in fixed 

(Eulerian) coordinates and seek solutions for (c(x, <)) (e.g., Van Kampen, 1976, 

1981; Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Winter et al, 1984; Neuman et al, 1987; Sposito 

and Barry, 1987; Koch and Brady, 1988; Graham and McLaughlin, 1989a; Naff, 

1990). The Lagrangian approach focuses on the history of motion of solute particles 

through a random velocity field with known statistical properties. This approach 

has been adopted by Taylor (1921) in the study of turbulent diffusion and applied 

to solute transport in geologic media by Dagan (1982b, 1984, 1987, 1988), Neuman 

and Zhang (1990), and Rubin (1990, 1991a,b,c). 

One common Eulerian truncation method (e.g., Gelhar and Axness, 1983; 

Koch and Brady, 1988; Graham and McLaughlin, 1989a; Naff, 1990) neglects ran

dom terms involving products of fluctuating quantities and retains random terms 

involving only one such quantity. This low-order approximation is nonasymptotic 

and inconsistent in that terms neglected are of the same order as terms retained 

(Dagan and Neuman, 1991). Another Eulerian approach, cumulant expansions 

(Sposito and Barry, 1987), however, leads in its lowest approximation to the same 

pseudo-Fickian behavior as that derived by the Lagrangian approach (Dagan, 1987) 
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for a normal velocity field. Therefore, it is more appropriate to rely on the aforemen

tioned Lagrangian approaches on one hand, and the Eulerian cumulant expansion 

method of Van Kampen (1976, 1981) and Sposito and Barry (1987) or the closely 

related semi-group perturbation method of Winter et al (1984) and Neuman et al 

(1987) on the other hand. 

However, most stochastic transport analyses explicitly or implicitly involve 

the assumption of ergodicity, which is not always met in real cases. Consequently, 

their application to field problems has been limited. The limitation of the ergodic 

requirement may be relaxed by incorporating field local measurements into the 

analysis. Though some investigators such as Smith and Schwartz (1980, 1981a,b), 

Dagan (1984), Graham and McLaughlin (1989b, 1991), Rubin (1991a,c) and Rubin 

and Dagan (1992a) have studied the effect of measurement conditioning on solute 

transport, a method readily applied to realistic field problems has not yet been 

developed. 
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1.2 Objectives, Approaches, and Scope 

This thesis studies some aspects of stochastic flow and transport in complex 

geologic media. More specifically, we derive explicit expressions for various auto-

and cross- covariances as first-order approximations on log conductivity Y, evaluate 

an exact early time solution of solute transport, study the ensemble behavior of 

solute particles through conditional Monte Carlo simulations coupled with particle 

tracking, and propose a concentration estimation scheme by conditioning on field 

measurements. 

The implicit form of the first order approximation of the groundwater veloc

ity covariances, in a statistically homogeneous random field of mildly fluctuating 

log hydraulic conductivities, is the basis of transport studies by Dagan (1984, 1987, 

1988), Neuman and Zhang (1990), and Zhang and Neuman (1990). Dagan (ibid) 

disregards deviations of plume particles from their mean trajectory. Neuman and 

Zhang (ibid) adopt Corrsin's conjecture to recover part of the nonlinearity due 

to the aforesaid deviations. We derive the explicit expressions for various auto-

and cross- covariances among log conductivity Y, head h and groundwater veloc

ity u for the frequently studied case of steady state uniform mean flow in three-

dimensional formations. These explicit expressions can be easily coupled with 

conditional stochastic transport models. By using the velocity covariances, veloc

ity realizations can be directly generated instead of first generating K realizations 

from the stochastic structure of Y and then solving the flow equation for each re

alization. Since the first-order approximation of groundwater velocity covariances 

is the common basis of Dagan's (ibid) linearized and Neuman and Zhang's (ibid) 

quasilinearized theories, we develop a numerical scheme of Monte Carlo simula
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tions coupled with particle tracking, based on such velocity covariances, to study 

the ensemble behavior of solute particles, and compare with results from the above 

two theories in a statistically isotropic medium. 

The fundamental solution (c(x, i|x0, tQ]j  due to an instantaneous point source 

of unit mass released at (x0,t0) is proportional to the velocity probability density 

function (Batchelor, 1952; Neuman, 1992) at early time. This early time solution 

directly relates the ensemble concentration to the velocity field; other early time 

solutions are based on various approximations, the reliability of which is not entirely 

clear. However, the Batchelor solution may be used to predict the eaxly time 

behavior of ensemble concentration whenever the velocity pdf is available. 

In Chapter 2, we derive explicit first-order approximations for cross-

covariances of velocity and log conductivity, velocity and head as well as veloc

ity covariances for steady state and uniform mean flow in statistically isotropic 

three-dimensional formations with an exponential covariance of log hydraulic con

ductivity. We also examine the structure of these various covariances. 

In Chapter 3, we evaluate the exact early time solution by comparing with 

existing stochastic theories. The range of validity of this early time solution is 

determined for the aforementioned steady state uniform mean flow case. 

In Chapter 4, a Monte Carlo simulation scheme is developed to study the 

ensemble behavior of solute particles. The numerical results are compared with 

those of Dagan's (1987) linear and Neuman and Zhang's (1990) quasilinear theories. 

In Chapter 5, we propose a conditional concentration estimation scheme, 

which should be able to incorporate site-specific information and handle realistic 

sources on one hand, and be computationally efficient on the other hand. 



Chapter 6 summarizes the study and concludes with recommendations for 

further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STOCHASTIC STRUCTURES OF STEADY STATE AND 
UNIFORM MEAN FLOW IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL 

FORMATIONS 

2.1 Introduction 

We consider steady state flow satisfying locally the following continuity equa

tion and Darcy's law 

where K(x) is the conductivity, /i(x) is the hydraulic head, x stands for a 3 dimen

sion space coordinate (xi, £3),and q(x) is the specific discharge, related to the 

seepage velocity u(x) by u(x) = q(x)/<?i where <f> is the porosity, assumed here to 

be constant. 

In heterogeneous geologic media the conductivity K is not constant in space 

and may be difficult to define deterministically. It is therefore often treated as 

a random function (RF) (c.f., Gelhar, 1986; Dagan, 1986; Neuman et al, 1987; 

Neuman and Zhang, 1990). This is equivalent to treating the heterogeneity as a 

random process. Thus the coupled flow system (2.1) becomes a stochastic partial 

differential flow equation. The random log conductivity Y = ln(K) is usually 

decomposed as 

V • q(x) = 0 q(x) = -K (x) V7i(x) (2.1) 

Y(x) = (Y(x)) + Y'(x) (Y'(x)> = 0 (2.2) 



where (Y(x)) is the ensemble mean (expected value) and (Y'(x)) is a zero mean 

random fluctuation. There are strong indications that the univariate distribution of 

log conductivity Y is normal (FVeeze, 1975; Sudicky, 1986). Geostatistical analyses 

often suggest (Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1985; Neuman and Depner, 1988) that 

Y(x) is weakly or second-order stationary in space. If one assume further that Y(x) 

is multivariate Gaussian then it is uniquely defined by its first moment (the constant 

my = (Y)) and second moment (covariance function Cy(r) = (Y'(x)Y'(x)), which 

depends only on the magnitude and positive orientation of the displacement vector 

r = x — %)• One commonly used covariance model is the exponential form (e.g., 

Gelhar and Axness, 1983) 

Cy(r) = <4exp{-[(7 f + (j-f + (r> T/!> (2-3) 
•11 -12 •'3 

where i\ = a;,- — x» are components of r in the principal directions of statistical 

anisotropy of Y, /,• are corresponding integral scales of Y, and cry is the variance 

of Y. 

As the head /i(x) and flux q(x) depend on K(x), they also are random space 

functions. We can then write 

q(x) = (q(x)) + q'(x) (q'(x)) = 0 (2.4) 

where (q(x)) is the ensemble mean and q'(x) a zero mean random fluctuation about 

it. Likewise, 

/i(x) = (h( x ) )  + h ' ( x )  (h'(x))  = 0 (2.5) 

where (/i(x)) is the ensemble mean and h ' ( x )  a zero mean fluctuation. Note that 

(/i(x)) is generally not constant even in the case of the uniform mean flow. 
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For simplicity, we focus on steady state uniform mean flow in an infinite 

domain with the isotropic covariance structure 

CY(r) = ̂ Ye(~r) r= |x — x \ / I  (2.6) 

where r is the dimensionless separation distance (from now on r is always normal

ized with respect to the scalar integral scale of Y without further reminder). This 

case has been analyzed extensively, in 2-D by Dagan(1985, 1989) and others, in 

3-D by Dagan(1984, 1989) and Gelhar and Axness(1983). Graham and McLaugh-

lin(1989a,b) and Rubin(1990, 1991a) provided two sets of explicit expressions for 

velocity auto-covariances and cross-covariances of velocity and log conductivity, 

velocity and head, to first order, in 2-D using different methods and different Y 

covariances. The former used the spectral approach (Gelhar, 1986) and adopted a 

conductivity covariance employed by Mizell et al (1982), while the latter utilized 

the exponential covariance model. These explicit forms are easier to couple with 

computational models of solute transport by conditioning on measurements (e.g., 

Graham and McLaughlin, 1989b; Rubin, 1990, 1991a) than are implicit spectral 

density functions (e.g., Gelhar and Axness, 1983). 

Rubin and Dagan (1992b) developed explicit expressions for velocity co-

variances and cross-covariances of velocity and log conductivity, and velocity and 

head for a statistically anisotropic, axisymmetric log conductivity field, which are 

quasi-analytic and have to be evaluated numerically. For a statistically isotropic 

medium, fully analytic expressions of the velocity covariances were given by them, 

which are longer than expressions we present in section 2.3 below. Rubin and Da

gan did not present fully analytic expressions for the cross covariances of velocity 
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and log conductivity, or velocity and head. Although the quasi-analytic results are 

general, we present below purely analytic expressions which are simpler and more 

convenient to use in the context of statistically isotropic media. 
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2.2 First-Order Approximation of Auto- and Cross- Covariances 

Here we recall briefly the first-order analysis which is very well documented 

in the literature (Gelhar and Axness, 1983; see also, Neuman et al, 1987, Appendix). 

According to (2.2), 

K = exp((Y) + Y') = KGexp(Y') (2.7) 

where Kq = exp((Y)) is the geometric mean of Y. Expanding, 

K = Ko(l + Y'+^+.-) (2.8) 

Hence from (2.1) 

q = —Kg(1 + Y' + ̂  + • • -M{h) + h!) (2.9) 

Taking ensemble mean on (2.9), retaining terms up to first order and recalling that 

Y' and h' have zero ensemble means, yields 

(c$ = -KgV</*) (2.10) 

Subtracting (2.10) from (2.9) and retaining first-order terms again, gives the specific 

discharge fluctuation 

q' = —KG(Y V(h) + Vti) (2.11) 

In isotropic media with uniform mean flow in the X\ direction we have for the 

head gradient J = (JI,0,0)T where J\ = —3{/I)jdx\. Likewise for the velocity, 

(u) = (/x, 0,0)T where /j, = KfiJi/f Therefore, ( 2.11 ) may be rewritten as 
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Hence, to first order, the velocity covariances u,j(x, x) — (ui(x)wj(x)) are 

given by 

where i , j  =  1,2,3, 6 {j is the Kronecker delta (equal to 1 if i  =  j  and to 0 if 

i ^ j), Cy(x, x) is given in (2.6), Cy/i(x, x) = 0f'(x)^'(x)) is the cross covariance 

between log conductivity and head , and C/l(x, x) = (/i'(x)/i'(x)) is the head auto-

covariance. since the variance of h may be unbounded, it is common to replace the 

head covariance in (2.13) by the head variogram T/^x, x) = — C/^x, x) which is 

zero at the origin. Then (2.13) becomes 

Similarly, the cross-covariances of velocity and log conductivity, velocity and head 

can be written as 

Note that the first-order approximations are only valid when the variance 

of the log conductivity Y is small, cry < 1. 

Cuifc(x,x) = («!(x)^(xl = p[Cyfc(x,x)tfH + 

CUiy(x,x) = K(x)Y'(x)} = #i[Cy(x,x)tfu - ̂ ^:cYfc(x»x)] 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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2.3 Explicit Expressions 

In order to obtain explicit expressions for Ujj(x, x), CU|/l(x, x) and CUiy(x, x), 

we recall from Dagan (1989, pp. 247-248) that, in 3-D, 

Cya(x, x) = crY^~p"[e~r(r2 + 2r + 2) — 2] r = |r| (2.17) 

rfc(r) = (CTY - I + + 

+ ^ + (2-18) 

Upon substituting (2.6), (2.17) and (2.18) into (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) while 

noting that Cy/^XiX) = —Cy/»(x, x)> we obtain the results below. The auto- and 

cross- covariances between velocity components are given by 

mi(r) 1 36 + 6r? 360r| + 15r} 420^ _ 2 
cry//2 r3 r5 r7 r9 r 

7 - 2r? 19 - 12r? 36 - 54r? + r\ 36 - 174r2 + lOr? 
r2 r3 r4 r5 

360r2-55r!4 360r? - 195r? 420r? 420^. /n 
75—L + ~pr + -pr1) (2-19) 

Ukk{r) _ 1 12 + 3r2 + 3 r£ 60rf + 15 r\r\ + 60r£ 420r2r£ 
<7y/i2 r3 r5 r7 r9 

_ . 1 5 — r2 — rl 12 — 7rJ — lr\ + r2r| + e V + 
r4 

12 - 27r2 - 27fc + lOrft-g 60ra
2 + 60rg - 55r2r£ 

60r2 + 60r? - 195r2r? 420r2rZ 420r?r2. , n 
^7 +—+—J* ) fc = 2or 3(2.20) 

uifc(r) _ _3 180 +15r2 420r2 J_ 6_ 27 - r\ 87 - lOr? 
<7y/U2 1 r5 r7 r9 r2 r3 r4 r5 

180-55r2 180 — 195r2 420r2 420r2 , ft „ /ft . 
+ J3—* + ^T—1 "fc = 2or3 (2-21) 
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H2<d = r.r.f 3 I 60 + 18r' 420r' ft1 I 7 ~r' 
cry//2 r5 r7 r9 r3 r4 

, 27 - 10r2 , 60 - 55^ , 60 - 195r2 420r\ 420r2,Wo 
r5 r6 rr r8 r9 " (2.22) 

It is evident that iijj is symmetric. The cross-covariances between velocity compo

nents and head are given by 

Cuifc(r) rl 36 + 3r? , 60r2 _ _r/l , 5 
—— yi =  r »i~3 i— +  — r  + e  ( -  +  - 2 (7vuJ\I rJ  rb r' r H 

17 - r? 36 - 7r? 36 - 27rj 60r? COr? 
,.3 ' r4 "•* r5 r.6 *.7 )' 

CuAr) _ .1 12 + 3r2 60r? 1 5 - r2 

r2.nl. T fc'r-3 r5 r7 + e V 2 + „3 (TyfiJiI r3 r5 r7 r2 r2 

12 — 7r? 12 — 27r? 60r2 60r2 . , n o . 
+—^ + rs 1 —pr~ "Tr1)] k = 2°r 3 (2.24) 

The cross-covariances between velocity components and log conductivity are given 

by 

C0lY(r) 2 6r2 _ 1 2 - r? 2 - 3r? 6r? 6r? 
_  —- — -f- e ( i - j  1 1  —) 

cry fi rJ r° r rd r4 ra (2.25) 

C"^r^ = ~ c r{\ + 4 + "7 + "4)1 k = 2or3 (2.26) 
a^fi rb r2 v v v 

The dimensionless velocity covariances are shown in Figure 2.1. They are 

non-dimensionalized according to 

Udij = 2
,J 2 »,j = 1,2,3. (2.27) 

<7y/^ 

Urf.j is seen to be anisotropic. (2.19) - (2.22) imply that it tends to zero as r—•oo, 

but in reality it becomes relatively small at r = 10 . Figure 2.1 a) show that Udn 
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Figure 2.1: The 3-D dimensionless velocity covariances a) ujh; b) Ud22', c) Udi2; d) 
Ud 23- (r = /'i means r2 = rs = 0, r = r3 means rj = r2 = 0) 
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is non-negative when r2 = r3 = 0, i.e., velocities are non-negatively correlated in 

the flow direction; w<m(r = r2) and Udu(r = r3) are positively correlated at short 

lags but show a slight negative corelation at large r, say, r > 3 . 

In Figure 2.1 b), we see that u<i22 exhibits a "hole effect" associated with 

a zero integral scale (see the next section for details) in r\ and r2 directions; it 

has finite integral scales in some other directions (e.g., ri = r2 = 0, r — r3 and 

ri = r2 = r3). Generally, uj 22 is smaller in absolute value than at small lags. 

Figures 2.1 c) and d) demonstrate that u^n and Ud23 are zero not only when 

r —> 00 but also at r = 0. This follows from (2.21) where Ud\2 becomes zero when 

rx = 0 or r2 = 0, and from (2.22) where Ud23 vanishes when r2 = 0 or r3 = 0. u^n 

is in generally smaller absolute value than Udu and ti<f22. It is however larger than 

Ud 23-

The covariance 11^33 and the cross-covariance uj13 between Ui and u3 should 

show the same behavior as does uj22 in Figure 2.1 b) and Udu in Figure 2.1 c), 

respectively, when ?*2 and r3 are interchanged in the legend. 

It is worthwhile to mention that the variances of u\  and u2 obtained upon 

taking the limits of un and u22 as r—>0 are 

°lx = ^ (2-28) 

< = < = "L = °\u 3 = Jg • (2-29) 

This is consistent with the limits given by Dagan(c.f., pp. 257, 1989). Clearly, 

the structure of the flow is anisotropic even though the medium is statistically 

isotropic. Our expressions (2.19)-(2.22) are simpler than the velocity covariances 

(A3)-(A8) in Appendix A of Rubin and Dagan (1992b) while Udn (ri5 r2 = r3 = 0) 
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in Figure 2.1 a) and Ud22 (n, ^2 = ^3 = 0) in Figure 2.1 b) are the same as those 

corresponding to / = 1.00 in Rubin and Dagan's Figures 3 and 4, respectively. 

Figure 2.2 shows the behaviors of the cross-covariances, which are non-

dimensionalized according to 

(C U i h ) d  = (C«*)d = -^7 * = 1,2,3. (2.30) 

These cross-covariances all tend to zero as 1—> 00, and are equal to zero at r = 0 

except for (CU,Y)d which attains its maximum there (see Figure 2.2 c)). (Cu.YVS 

are symmetric while (C^/J^'s are antisymmetric, and all are anisotropic. 

Figure 2.2 a) shows that is positive when rj <0 and negative when 

rj > 0. Physically, this reflects the fact that a positive head increment upstream 

may cause an increase of u\ downstream and a positive increment downstream does 

the opposite to U\ upstream. From (2.23), (CU1 h)d is equal to zero when rx = 0 

implying that head fluctuations in a plane normal to the flow direction have no 

effect on u\. 

Figure 2.2 b) demonstrates that (C U 2 h)d is negative when r2 <0 and positive 

when r2>0. AS implied by (2.24), (CU2h)d is zero when r2 = 0 

Figure 2.2 c) depicts (C u i y)d  as a function of rj and r2. It has a peak 

at r = 0 and is non-negative when r2 = r3 = 0, i.e., parallel to the mean flow 

direction; when r2 ^ 0 (i.e., rj = = 0), it likewise has a peak at zero lag, 

but attains negative values before tending to zero asymptotically. This follows 

from mass balance considerations as explained for the 2-D case by Rubin (1991a). 

Any positive deviation of Y from its mean will make the local velocity ux increase 

both downstream and upstream if the gradient does not change, hence the positive 

(CUlh)d for any r-i when r2 = r3 = 0. This positive deviation may also cause an 
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increase in iti at small r2 or r3. However, this increase must be balanced by a 

decrease at large r2 or r3 to conserve mass, hence the negative values of (Cu1y)</ at 

relative large 7'2 or r3. 

(C„2Y )d  is shown in Figure 2.2 d) as a function of r2. It is symmetric around 

r2 = 0 and non-negative for every r2 when = r2; it is also symmetric around 

r2 = 0 but non-positive for every r2 when rj == —r2. From (2.26), (C„2Y)</ vanishes 

at either rj = 0 or r2 = 0. 

The cross-covariances {C U 3 h)d and (C„3Y)d show the same behavior as does 

(CU2h)d in Figure 2.2 b) and (C„2Y)d in Figure 2.2 d), respectively, upon inter

changing r2 and 7-
3 in the legend. 

It is of interest to mention that (CUlh)d (rj, r2 = r3 = 0) in Figure 2.2 a) and 

(CU2y)<i (?'i, r2 = r3 = 0) in Figure 2.2 c) are the same as those corresponding to 

/ = 1.00 in Figures 6 and 7 of Rubin and Dagan (1992b), respectively. Whereas our 

values were calculated directly from (2.23) and (2.25), those of Rubin and Dagan 

were obtained by taking quadratures over the functions listed in their Appendices 

B and C. 
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2.4 Directional Linear Integral Scales 

The directional linear integral scales for any variable / are defined as (e.g., 

Dagan, pp. 19, 1989) 

2 roo fOO 
If, 1 = —  /  0 ^ , 0 , 0 ) ^ =  /  K r i , 0 , 0 ) d r x  ( 2 . 3 1 )  

C7J JO Jo 

roo 
IJ, 2= / p(Q,r2,0)dr2 (2.32) 

JO 
roo 

If ,3= / K0>0,r3)<2r3 (2.33) 
./0 

where cry is the variance of the variable / and p ( r )  =  Cf ( r ) / a j  is the correlation 

function, which takes values between -1 and 1. J/it- is a measure of auto-correlation 

distance in the ith direction. 

Since we now have analytical expressions for various auto- and cross- co-

variances, we can evaluate their directional integral scales. Rather than doing so 

analytically, we used the graphic package "ACE/gr"(Turner, 1991) to compute 

them numerically. Taking for example, uu in its dimensionless version, IUll,i takes 

the form 
1 f°° 

hut* ~ 2 I dv{ (2.34) 
adui Jo 

where a%ui is the dimensionless variance given by (2.28). The graphic program 

integrates «dn(r,-) along fine segments from 0 to a sufficiently large rt- so that the 

partial sum stabilizes (e.g., Figure 2.3). Upon dividing the sum by the dimensionless 

variance (8/15), we obtain the integral scale relative to the isotropic integral scale 

of Y. Some results are summarized in table 2.1. We confirm that the integral 

scales of u22 in directions rj and r2 are zero because ud22 exhibits a hole effect in 

these directions. The integral scale clearly reflects the anisotropy of and CUly-
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function / indirection notice 

"ii 
15./8. see Figure 2.3 

"ii r2 or r3 0.70 Figure 2.4 "ii 
ri = r2,r3 = 0 1.10 Figure 2.5 

"ii 

CO II W 
II 0.53 Figure 2.6 

u 22 

T\  or r2 0.00 Figure 2.7 
u 22 r i  =  r 2 ,  r 3  = 0 1.39 Figure 2.8 u 22 

II <N II 1.23 Figure 2.9 
u 22 

r 3  1.86 Figure 2.10 
C„,Y r i  1.00 C„,Y 

J*2 0.00 

Table 2.1: The directional linear integral scales 

Note that the integral scales here are different from Ababou's (1989, pp. 

585) because he defined the correlation scale Iej as p(Ie,i) = e-1. The integral scale 

of un in the flow direction differs from Dagan's (1989, pp. 257) by a factor of 15/8; 

clearly, he forgot to divide by the dimensionless variance 8/15. 
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2.5 Remarks 

In this chapter, explicit expressions for velocity covariances and cross-

covariances of velocity and log conductivity, velocity and head have been derived 

under the following assumptions: (1) the log conductivity field is multivariate nor

mal, second-order stationary and statistically isotropic with an exponential covari-

ance; (2) the 3-D flow domain is unbounded; (3) the log conductivity variance is 

much smaller than unity; (4) flow is steady state and uniform in the mean. Al

though the medium is statistically isotropic, the structure of the velocity field is 

anisotropic. 

The covariances and cross covariances given here and in Rubin and Dagan 

(1992) are free of any distributional assumptions. Rubin and Dagan commented 

that "since the velocity field is characterized only through its first two moments, it 

can be considered as exhaustively characterized only for a normal velocity field". 

As matter of fact, the first two moments can completely define not only a normal 

but also a lognormal variable (see section 3.2.2 for details). 

Although the various covariances are formally derived in an unbounded do

main, they may be applied to center of domains which are roughly the size of 10 log 

conductivity integral scales (Rubin and Dagan, 1992; see also, Naff and Vecchia, 

1986; Shapiro and Cvetkovic, 1990). 
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CHAPTER 3 

AN EXACT EARLY TIME SOLUTION OF SOLUTE TRANSPORT 
PROCESS 

3.1 Introduction 

Solute dispersion in complex geologic media is governed by medium hetero

geneities which cause the velocity to fluctuate. Pore-scale dispersion is often small 

compared to the heterogeneity effect. This latter is similar to turbulent diffusion 

where the effect of large eddies is greater than that of molecular diffusion. This 

similarity calls for paying close attention to the literature on turbulent transport. 

The stochastic solute transport process in a random velocity field is typi

cally approached from an Eulerian or a Lagrangian point of view. The Eulerian 

approach establishes the stochastic solute conservation equation in fixed (Eulerian) 

coordinates and seeks a solution to it (e.g., Van Kampen, 1976, 1981; Gelhar and 

Axness, 1983; Winter et al, 1984; Neuman et al, 1987; Sposito and Barry, 1987; 

Koch and Brady, 1988; Graham and McLaughlin, 1989; Naff, 1990, 1992). The La

grangian method focuses on the history of movements of solute particles through 

a random velocity field with known statistical properties. This approach has been 

pioneered by Taylor (1921) in the context of turbulent diffusion and applied to 

solute transport in geologic media by Dagan (1982b, 1984, 1987, 1988), Neuman 

and Zhang (1990), Zhang and Neuman (1990), Rubin (1990, 1991a,b,c) and oth

ers. Since solute transport is controlled by the Lagrangian velocity field, a good 
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understanding of transport relies heavily on an appropriate understanding of the 

Lagrangian fluid velocity field. However, existing theoretical equations are mostly 

presented in the Eulerian framework; it is very difficult to carry out experiments in 

the Lagrangian framework, especially in subsurface solute transport, due to instru

mental limitations and other causes. Combining advantages of both approaches, 

Neuman (1992) has recently developed a unified Eulerian-Lagrangian theory of 

transport conditioned on the ensemble mean velocity in space-time non-stationary 

velocity fields. 

We start by recalling the following relationship between the ensemble mean 

concentration (c(x, <|x0,i0)) due to an instantaneous point source with mass M 

introduced at (x0, t0), and the probability density function (pdf) p(x,t\x0,t0) of 

finding a particle with mass M (normalized with respect to porosity <j>, in porous 

media), released from x0 at ta, at a position x at some later time t 

(c(x, i|x0, t0)) = M p(x, t\x0, t0). (3.1) 

Here x denotes a space coordinate vector (XI,X2,X3)T and p(x,tf|x0,t0)cfx is the 

probability of finding the particle within a volume dx = dx\dx2dx3 centered about 

x at time t. This fundamental relationship was established by Batchelor (1949) 

and widely used in various contexts (e.g., Csanady, 1973). It is important because 

it relates the statistics of Lagrangian particle displacements and velocities to mean 

concentrations, rendering the latter potentially predictable from the former. 

Let us derive the relationship between the displacement covariance and the 

Lagrangian velocity covariance in a nonstationary velocity field. The Lagrangian 

velocity covariance associated with two particles, released from different positions 
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at two different times, is defined as 

A(x, t; X, T |x0, to, Xo, To) = (v'(x, *|x0, t^V^ix, T \ X O ,  T O ) )  (3.2) 

where v'(x,t|x0,i0) = v(x,i|x0,i0) — (y(x.,t\x0,t0)) is the Lagrangian velocity fluc

tuation vector while v and (v) are the Lagrangian velocity vector and the ensemble 

mean Lagrangian velocity vector, respectively. The displacement of a particle is 

related to its Lagrangian velocity via 

x(*|x0,£0) = f v(x,t'\x0,t0)dt' ; (3.3) 
J t o  

the ensemble means are related as 

(x(i|x0, t0)) = jf (v(x, i'|x0, t0)) dt' ; (3.4) 

and the fluctuations as 

x'(*|x0,<0)= f v'(x.,t'\x.0,t0)dt' .  (3.5) 
J t o  

From (3.5) we can get the product of fluctuations at different times of the two 

particles 

^\A'x-o,to)x!T{r\Xo^o) = ( [ v'foi'lxo^o^ix, t'\XO,T0) dt'dr' (3.6) 
Jto J To 

where x{T\x0iTo) is the displacement vector at time t>t0 of the particle released 

at (XoiTo)i and x' i-s the corresponding fluctuation. Taking the ensemble mean on 

(3.6) and using (3.2) yields the displacement covariance tensor between the two 

particles 

<x:'(<|x0, i0)x'r(T|Xo,To))=[ [ A(x,t';x,T'\x0,t0-,X0,T0)dt'dT' (3.7) 
Jto J To 
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The single-particle displacement auto-covariance is simply 

X(t|x0,<0) = = f  f  A(x,</;x:,r/|x0,<0)rf<'<fr' (3.8) 
J  t o  J t o  

A useful measure of the "spread" of the mean concentration due to the point 

source is its radius of inertia, 

2 _ Jx'Q|x0, <0)x/T(< |x0, <0)(c(x, *|x0, t0))dx 

** f(c(x,t\x0,t0))dx 

=  j x '(t\ x 0,t0 ) x rr(t\ x 0,t0){c( x ,t\ x 0,t0))dx . (3.9) 

Upon substituting (3.1), it becomes 

a* = Jx'(*|x0, t0)x':r(<|x0, <0)p(x, <|x0, t0) dx = X(<|x0, t0) , (3.10) 

i.e., the spatial variance of the mean concentration is equal to the particle displace

ment auto-covariance. 

If the Lagrangian velocity field is second-order stationary in space-time, the 

Lagrangian velocity covariance may be rewritten as 

A(< - r) = (v'(i)v'(r)) . (3.11) 

Then, (3.8) simplifies to 

X(i|x0,i0)= f  / A(t — T)dt'dT' = 2 f  (t — r)A(r)c?r . (3.12) 
J to to ** to 

If one defines a tensorial dispersion coefficient according to 

«/ n 1 d x  ,  
(3-13) 

then it is easy to demonstrate (see Appendix A) that 

D ( t — t 0 ) =  f  A (r )dT (3-14) 
Jto 
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and hence 

(3.15) 

Expressions (3.4) and (3.8) are exact as is (3.12) in the case of a stationary 

Lagrangian velocity. The first two moments of the particle displacement are direct 

functions of the Lagrangian velocity moments, and the same can be shown true for 

higher moments. Also, the above results apply to any distribution of the Lagrangian 

velocity, so that the particle displacement distribution is determined by that of the 

Lagrangian velocity. We would be able to fully define the displacement distribution 

if we knew the exact Lagrangian velocity distribution or, equivalently, its various 

moments. However, it is generally very difficult if not impossible to evaluate the 

Lagrangian moments because the groundwater velocity field is known at best in 

an Eulerian framework. Indeed, relating moments of the Lagrangian velocity field 

to those of the Eulerian field has been the focus of transport studies by Dagan 

(1982b, 1984, 1987, 1988), Neuman and Zhang (1990), Zhang and Neuman (1990), 

and Neuman (1992). 

Dagan (ibid) expresses A(t) to first order by the Eulerian velocity covariance 

E(r) as 

where r = /xt is the dimensionalized separation vector and fi is the ensemble mean 

velocity vector. If ft is parallel to Xj then fi = (/z, 0,0)T. Clearly, (3.16) is equivalent 

to disregarding deviations of a particle from its ensemble mean trajectory. 

To recover some of the non-linearity effect lost by the linearization in (3.16), 

Neuman and Zhang (1990) and Zhang and Neuman (1990) invoked Corrsin's con

A(<) = S(/*<) (3.16) 
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jecture by assuming that particle deviations from its ensemble mean trajectory are 

Gaussian and the time integral of their correlation with v'v'T is negligibly small. 

From (3.13), the dispersion coefficient tensor D(< — t0) is a function of par

ticle residence time and does not become constant until A(r)—>0 as r —• oo which 

happens if the Lagrangian velocity correlation time is finite. If the stationary Eu-

lerian velocity u is assumed to be Gaussian, then it is easy to show (c.f., Lundgren 

and Pointin, 1976) that the pdf of the particle displacement (i.e. the ensemble 

mean concentration in (3.1)) satisfies the advection-dispersion equation 

+ ̂  ' ^(c(x '  < 'x°' to^ + ̂ x 'x°' to) = x0)S(i -  t0) (3.17) 

where the dispersive solute mass flux Q(x,<;x0,i0) is given by Q(x, t] x0, tQ) = 

—V-[D(tf — tf0)V(c(x,<|x0,i0))]. For other velocity distributions, this definition of 

Q does not hold at early time. When it does hold, Q(x, i; x0, t0) is proportional 

to V(c(x,<|x0,<0)) with time-dependent D(< — i0), and the preasymptotic trans

port described by (3.17) is termed pseudo-Fickian by Dagan and Neuman (1991) 

and Neuman (1992). When the Lagrangian correlation time is finite, D tends 

asymptotically to a Fickian regime with a constant D°° as t —10 —> oo; the regime is 

non-Fickian when the dispersive flux at (x, t) is not proportional to V(c(x,£|x0,i0)). 

Starting from the Eulerian expression of sohite mass balance on a local scale, 

Neuman (1992) has used an Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to derive a formal ex

pression for Q(x, t; x0, t0) which demonstrates that the latter is generally nonlocal 

(depends on conditions at points other than x and t) and non-Fickian (neither pro

portional to V(c(x, i|x0, t0)) nor Gaussian). At early time relative to the conditional 

Lagrangian velocity correlation scale, {c(x, i|x0,t0)) has been shown by Batchelor 

(1952) to be proportional to the velocity probability density function. In this chap
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ter, we will study this early time solution, compare it to other existing solutions, 

and examine its range of validity. 
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3.2 Exact Early Time Solution 

For early time relative to the Lagrangian velocity correlation scale, Batchelor 

(1952) proposed the exact early time solution (c.f., Roberts, 1961; Neuman, 1992) 

p(x, i|x0, t0) = —^p[u(x0, t0)} = * toyP(Trf2) (3-18) 

where p[u(x0, i0)] is the pdf of u at the point of origin (x0, t0). Physically, the solute 

particles, at early time, are simply swept from their point of origin with whatever 

velocity the fluid happens to have at the moment of their release. The solution 

is exact in the sense that it is rigorously valid in limit t —> t0, as p(x, i|xa, t0) —> 

S(x — x0) when t —> t0, i.e., it reduces to the initial condition. Clearly, at (x0,t0) 

the Lagrangian velocity moments of the particle are identical to those of the local 

Eulerian velocity. 

(3.18) can be used to calculate ensemble concentrations via (3.1). We shall 

compare the early time solution expressed by (3.18) and (3.1) with other existing 

solutions and examine its range of validity. This solution has simpler form and is 

expected to work better than other solutions at early time. The question is: How 

long does (3.18) remain valid in practice? 

As mentioned earlier, the velocity distribution determines the particle dis

placement distribution and hence the ensemble mean concentration distribution. 

Linearizations of the flow equation (c.f., Dagan, 1989; Rubin, 1990) generally sug

gest Gaussian velocity when log conductivity is Gaussian. A Monte Carlo study 

by Levin (1992) has however found that velocity in the flow direction is lognor-

mal even for relatively small cry, but velocities are Gaussian in the two directions 

perpendicular to the mean flow. Therefore, these two potential forms of the ve



locity and the ensemble mean concentration distributions, Gaussian and mixed 

lognormal-Gaussian, are studied in detail in the following sections. 



3.2.1 Gaussian Velocity Field 

It is common to assume that the velocity and the ensemble mean concen

tration have Gaussian distributions. If they are Gaussian, the velocity and en

semble mean concentration distributions are completely and uniquely defined by 

their first two moments. For simplicity we restrict our comparisons to uniform 

mean flow through 3-D statistically isotropic log hydraulic conductivity fields. The 

first moment of the velocity is simply the ensemble mean velocity fi, which we 

orient parallel to the X\ coordinate, and the second moments have been given in 

the previous chapter to first order. As discussed there, each velocity component is 

weakly correlated with the rest, the correlation vanishing at zero lag. Therefore, a 

Gaussian velocity distribution at zero lag is described by the pdf 

= W' ~(z<] (319) 

where g\ .  ( i  = 1,2 or 3) is the velocity variance given by (2.28)-(2.29). This pdf is a 

good approximation at intermediate lags as well, due to the weak cross-correlation 

between the velocity components. By using (3.1) and setting the (x0,t0) = (0,0) 

without loss of generality, the early time solution due to an instantaneous point 

source of mass m becomes 

(c(x i|0 0)) - expr_(a;i-^)2_ M* _ (x^ i ( Z 20) (c(x,i|0,0); - <3(27r)3/2(cT2i(T22<)1/2exPl 2t*< 2twj (3'20) 

This solution will be referred to as Batchelor's solution and labelled (c(x, <))b in 

the sequel. It relates the ensemble mean concentration to the velocity distribution 

directly. 

Another solution is obtained by utilizing the particle displacement covari-

ance tensor in the literature. The ensemble mean concentration of a Gaussian 
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distribution in the principal axes of this tensor reads 

(c(x <10 0)) — expf-^1"^' - (3 21) nx,<|U,Uj)_(27r)3/2(^iX22X33)1/2 expl 2Xw 2X3J (3.21) 

where Xu  is the longitudinal displacement covariance and J\T„ (i  = 2 or 3) are the 

transverse displacement covariances. This solution is referred to as the linearized 

solution labelled (c(x, t)} i when X is approximated to first order according to Dagan 

(1984, 1987, 1988), and as the quasilinear solution labelled (c(x, i))g when X is taken 

from the quasilinear theory of Neuman and Zhang (1990). As mentioned before, 

(3.21) is the the solution of the advection-dispersion equation (3.17), whereas this 

is not true about (3.20). Dagan's (e.g., 1988) linearized formulae read 

(3-22) 

- — • = 2[i - I + 1 - 4 + i. + l)e-^] (3.23) 
Pa\ 3 $ vt3 t2 

and follow immediately from (3.15), (3.16), (2.19) and (2.20) (see Appendix B). 

Quasilinear expressions for X are computed iteratively by means of a computer 

program developed by Y.-K. Zhang (1990, Appendix Q). 

[1] Joint pdf 

The ensemble mean concentrations in (3.20) and (3.21) are proportional to 

the joint pdf of three variables, the displacement components x\, x2 and x3. The 

joint mean concentration may be non-dimensionalized according to 

t3it3 

(Crf(xrf, <M)) = -^(c(x, <)) (3.24) 

where x^ = x/J and t M = f i t /1 .  



Figure 3.1 depicts the dimensionless joint ensemble mean concentrations 

versus the dimensionless longitudinal and transverse distances Xdi = X,/1 = (x, — 

(U{ )t)/I relative to the mean location as obtained by Batchelor's and the linearized 

solutions, at various dimensionless times and for different log conductivity variances 

cry (labelled Var(Y) in the figure). Note that only the mean concentrations along 

the principal axes X\ and X2 are plotted, and the concentrations along the X3  

axis are identical to those along X2- In all cases, the spread along the longitudinal 

direction X\ exceeds that along the transverse direction X?>. At dimensionless time 

t^ = 0.01, the dimensionless concentrations due to Batchelor's solution are so close 

to those of the linearized solution for cry as large as 4 that they appear identical 

on the plots; at = 0.1, there are some differences near the center of mass and 

the differences decrease as the distances increase; by tM = 0.2, these differences 

have increased and spread from the center. To see this more clearly, we have 

plotted in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 the relative difference R = ((c)/, — (c)s)/(c(0,<))l, 

where (c(0, t))  is the mean concentration at the center of mass along X\ and X2 ,  

respectively. For a given ay, R increases with the in both longitudinal and 

transverse directions. At = 0.01 maximum R is about 0.6%, at = 0.1 about 

5.0%, at = 0.2 less than 10.0%, at = 0.3 about 13.5%, for any cry. R takes the 

largest value at the center of mass and gradually diminishes with distances from it. 

At each R away from the center generally increases as cry goes up. For practical 

purposes, the two solutions can be considered essentially similar for tM < 0.2. 

Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show similar comparisons between the Batchelor and 

quasilinear solutions at early time. As dimensionless time increases, the relative 

difference increases rapidly for all but a\ <C 1. The difference at a given dimen-
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of Batchelor's and linearized solutions (joint pdfs ) in lon
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sionless time increases with <7y. When a\ = 0.2, the maximum relative difference 

is about 1.5% at tM = 0.001, 4.5% at = 0.01, and 13.5% at = 0.1; when 

Oy = 1*0, ^ is about 5.0% at = 0.001, 9.7% at t^ = 0.01, and larger than 20.0% 

at tp = 0.1; when cry = 4.0, it is about 5.8% at t^ = 0.001, 16.8% at t^ = 0.01, and 

larger than 20.0% at = 0.1. The relative difference in each case tends to zero as 

distance from the center of mass increases. Practically speaking, the Batchelor and 

quasilinear solutions are comparable up to dimensionless time 0.01 when <7y < 1.0, 

the range of coincidence here is narrower than that in the linearized case. 

[2] Marginal pdf  

The marginal pdf  of one variable (e.g., xi) among the three is defined as 

/oo roo 
/  p (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , t ) dx 2 dx 3  (3.25) 

-oo J—oo 

and similar definitions hold for p(x 2 ,  t )  and p(x3 ,  t ) .  The marginal pdf  of the particle 

displacement component x\ is the probability density function of finding the particle 

anywhere on a plane normal to ®i, i.e. it is the ensemble mean concentration 

averaged over this plane. Substituting (3.20) into (3.25) and carrying out the double 

spatial integration (see Appendix C) yields the marginal pdf along xx corresponding 

to Batchelor's solution, 

expt-(X2^<> ] (3'26) 

and a similar procedure for x 2 ,  x 3  yields 

M (xt . ) 2  

(c (x k ,  t ) ) B  = M p(x k ,  t ) = t ( 2 w y / 2 ( T  exp [-^r] k  =  2or3  (3.27) 
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Likewise, the marginal pdf  of a;,- ( i  = 1,2 or 3) corresponding to the linearized and 

quasilinearized solutions are given by 

( c (aM))  =  Mp(x u t )  =  (2 ,^ )1 /2  ^ ^ 3 " 2 8 )  

M (xi . ) 2  

( c (x k , t )  =  Mp(x k , t )  =  ( 2 n X k k y /2  e x p [~^y^l  k  =  2or3  (3.29) 

Consistent with (3.24),we non-dimensionalize the marginal pdf  according to 

Icy 
ifd{x,a,tfij) — —— (c(a;,',i)) (3.30) 

Figure 3.7 compares the dimensionless marginal mean concentrations ob

tained by means of Batchelor's and the linearized solutions for various and ay-

Figures  3 .8  and 3.9 show the relat ive differences between these solut ions a long X\ 

and X2, respectively. The overall behavior of the marginal pdfs is similar to those 

of the joint pdf s. However, the marginal and joint pdf s have different peak values, 

and marginal peaks along transverse axes are larger than those along the longitu

dinal axis since transverse dispersion is less than longitudinal dispersion. Relative 

differences are now much smaller than in the case of joint pdfs. For all Cy, the 

maximum value along Xj is less than 0.4% at = 0.01, about 1.0% at = 0.1, 

less than 2.5% at = 0.2, and a little larger than 5.0% at = 0.5; the maximum 

value along X2 is 0.0% at = 0.01, about 2.1% at = 0.1, slightly larger than 

4.1% at tn = 0.2, and less than 10.0% at = 0.5. For given t^ and cry, the 

absolute value of the relative difference generally decreases with the distance from 

the center of mass. From a practical point of view, the Batchelor and linearized 

marginal solutions compare well for < 0.5. The limit of = 0.5 here is much 

larger than that of tM = 0.2 in the joint pdf case. This is caused by the smoothing 

effect of averaging over the plane. 
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of Batchelor's and linearized solutions (marginal pdfs )  
in longitudinal and transverse directions at various dimensionless t  and Var(Y). 
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Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 show similar comparisons between the marginal 

dimensionless mean concentrations corresponding to Batchelor's and the quasilinear 

solutions at early time. Due to the above averaging effect, the two now compare 

much better than in the joint case. For cr\ = 0.2, the maximum relative difference 

is about 0.0%, 0.4% and 2.8% along Xi and about 0.4%, 1.8% and 5.2% along 

X2, at dimensionless times 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1, respectively; for <7y- = 1-0, the 

maximum difference is about 0.4%, 2.2% and 6.8% along Xi and about 0.6%, 3.2% 

and 11.2% along X2, at dimensionless times 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1, respectively; for 

ay = 4.0, the maximum difference is about 1.2%, 3.8% and 11.7% along X\ and 

about 2.3%, 6.7% and 18.0% along X2, at dimensionless times 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1, 

respectively. In all cases, the relative difference gradually tends to zero in both 

the longitudinal and the transverse directions as distance from the center of mass 

increases. The Batchelor and quasilinear marginal solutions agree reasonably well 

up to dimensionless time 0.1 when try < 1.0 and up to = 0.01 when <7y = 4.0. 
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Figure 3.12: Relative difference between Batchelor's and quasilinearized solutions 
(marginal pdfs ) along transverse axis. (Gaussian) 
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3.2.2 Lognormal Longitudinal Velocity 

Monte Carlo simulations by Levin (1992) under steady state uniform mean 

flow in a lognormal stationary conductivity field with an isotropic exponential co-

variance show that velocity in the longitudinal direction is lognormally distributed 

while the velocities in the transverse directions are Gaussian whenever Cy > 0.25. 

Levin's simulations further show that the three components are virtually indepen

dent statistically. Correspondingly, particle tracking by Levin has shown that their 

longitudinal displacements are lognormal whereas their transverse displacements 

are Gaussian. Hence the Gaussian velocity field considered in section 3.2.1 may 

not correspond to lognormal hydraulic conductivities except at very small a\. 

If a random variable / is lognormal, then ln(/) is normal (Gaussian). Then 

the means and variances of / and ln(/) are related via 

E|ln(/)] = 21n[f?(/)j - i M[E(/)]2 + Var (/)} (3.31) 

Var[ln(/)] = ln{F„r(/) + [£(/)]*} - 21n[£(/)] . (3.32) 

Through this relationship, we can compute the first two moments of ln(/) from 

those of /. J57[ln(/)] and Var[ln(/)] completely define the Gaussian distribution 

of ln(/) and hence the lognormal distribution of /. It has sometimes been taken 

for granted in the literature of stochastic subsurface flow and solute transport that 

only a Gaussian distribution can be exhaustively characterized by its first two 

moments. However, the first two moments of one variable can completely define 

either a Gaussian or a lognormal distribution. The spatial and velocity moments 

have already been given in section 3.2.1. 
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[1] Joint pdf  

As discussed earlier, the three components of the velocity and particle dis

placement, respectively, are virtually uncorrelated, the longitudinal components 

being lognormally distributed while the transverse ones are Gaussian. It is then 

easy to show (see Appendix D) that Batchelor's solution takes the form 

M 
(c(x , t ) ) B  = 

x-lt2(2i:):il2{Var\in{u1)\al2al3YI2 

r r n f  [ ln (a i /< ) -£ [ ln (u i ) ] ] 2  x \  x \  .  .  .  
X P |  2Var[ ln(u 1 ) ]  2 t 2 * 2  2 t 2 <r 2 J  ( 3 ' 3 3 )  

where £[ln(ui)] and Var[ln(Mi)] is respectively the mean and variance of ln(ui). 

Likewise, the linearized solution is given as 

M 
(c ( x , t ) ) L  = 

x 1 (27r f / 2 {Var [ ln (x 1 ) ]X 2 2 X 3 3 y / 2  

r [ln(xi) - E[ln(x!)]]2 x 2  x 2  

eXp{ 2V«r[ln(x1)] (3'34) 

where £[ln(a:i)] is the mean of ln(a:i) and Var [x  ln(a:!)] is the variance. 

Here we shall not compare Batchelor's solution in the lognormal version 

with the quasilinearized one since the displacements are assumed to be Gaussian 

in Corrsin's conjecture as utilized by Neuman and Zhang (1990). Developing a 

lognormal version of Corrsin's conjecture for early times may be a good topic for 

future investigation. 

Figure 3.13 compares the dimensionless mean concentrations obtained from 

the Batchelor and linearized solutions. As seen clearly in Figure 3.14, the relative 

difference increases with dimensionless time. Note that in both figures the left-

hand side horizontal axes are measured from the origin of the point source while 

the right-hand side is relative to the center of mass. At = 0.01, the maximum 
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of Batchelor's and linearized solutions (joint pdfs ) in lon
gitudinal and transverse directions at various dimensionless t  and Var(Y). (Log-
normal) 
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difference is about 0.13%, 0.45% and 0.2% along both longitudinal and transverse 

axes for o\ = 0.2, 1.0 and 4.0, respectively; at = 0.1, it is about 5.2%, 4.2% 

and 3.8% along both axes for = 0.2, 1.0 and 4.0, respectively; at = 0.2, it 

is about 9.3%, 8.8% and 7.5% for cry = 0.2, 1.0 and 4.0, respectively. Overall, the 

two solutions agree quite well up to dimensionless time 0.2. 

[2] Marginal pdf 

The marginal Batchelor solution along Xi is obtained through spatial inte

grations of (3.33), 

, ( t  n  =  M  ,  [ln(a;i/t) - E[ln(Ml)]]2 

((*1,0* Xl{2nyl2{Var[\n(ul)\yl'1 2Var[ln(u1)] * ( ^ 

while the solution along Xk (k=2 or 3) is the same as (3.27). The linearized marginal 

solution along X\ reads 

/v n M r pn(a1)-.E[ln(a;i)]]a. 
( c (x 1 , t ) ) L  a J i ( 2 7 r ) i / 2 {^ a r [ i n ( a . 1 ) ] } i / 2 e x P{  2Var [ ln ( X l ) ]  ^  (  ^ 

while that along the transverse directions is given in (3.29). 

Figure 3.15 compares the marginal dimensionless mean concentrations along 

the longitudinal and transverse axes and Figure 3.16 shows the relative differences 

between the solutions. Along the longitudinal axis, at = 0.01, the absolute 

maximum difference is about 0.3% for cry = 0.2, 0.45% for = 1.0, and 0.47% 

for cry = 4.0; at tM = 0.1, it is about 1.0% for <Ty = 0.2, 1.5% for cry = 1.0, and 

2.0% for <7y = 4.0; at tM = 0.5, it is about 4.8% for cry = 0.2, 7.5% for cry = 1.0, 

and 10.0% for cry = 4.0. Along the transverse axes, the behavior here is similar 

to that in the Gaussian case. We observe that the two solutions agree well up to 
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of Batchelor's and linearized solutions (marginal pdfs )  
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dimensionless time 0.5, especially for log-conductivity variances less than or equal 

to one. As in the Gaussian case, the marginal forms of the Batchelor and linearized 

solutions agree better than the joint forms. 
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3.3 Discussion and Remarks 

At early time, the particle displacement and Eulerian velocity covariances 

follow the relationship (c.f., Dagan and Neuman, 1991) 

X = <2S(0) (3.37) 

so that the standard deviations of particle displacement grow linearly with time. 

In the three-dimensional uniform mean flow case, substitution of (2.28) and (2.29) 

into (3.37) yields the following limits for tM —> 0, 

-X"n = —o"Y/i2<2 (3.38) 
15 

X22 = -X33 = — <Ty/W2^2 (3.39) 
15 

in accord with the early time limits given by both the linearized theory (Dagan, 

1988) and the quasilinear theory (Neuman and Zhang, 1990). Substitution of (3.38) 

and (3.39) into (3.21) shows that the early time linearized and quasilinearized 

solutions in the Gaussian case are identical to the Batchelor solution. This is 

consistent with our finding in section 3.2.1 that the relative differences are extremely 

small at very early time. In the lognormal version, however, we can not show this 

in such a simple manner. 

Only in the case of Gaussian velocities can it be shown that the ensemble 

mean concentration due to an instantaneous point source satisfies a pseudo-Fickian 

advection-dispersion equation. For other velocity fields, the advection-dispersion 

equation may be valid only at large times after introducing the point source. Even 

then the pseudo-Fickian and Fickian equations are valid only for an instantaneous 

point source, otherwise space and/or time convolutions of the fundamental solution 

must be used. 
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Although we have studied only Gaussian and lognormal fields in this chap

ter, the early time solution (3.18) is valid for any velocity distribution. Like the 

fundamental solution of the dispersion equation, this early time solution is only 

valid for an instantaneous point source, and solutions for other situations such as 

continuous point, instantaneous and/or continuous line, area or volume sources 

must be obtained by integration. 

Batchelor's early time solution directly relates the ensemble mean concen

tration to the velocity field while other solute transport theories have to first derive 

the spatial moments from the velocity ones. So far, these kinds of results exist only 

for very few special cases in the stochastic solute transport literature because de

riving the spatial moments is not an easy task. However, the Batchelor's solution 

can be used to predict early time behavior of the ensemble mean concentration 

whenever the velocity moments are known. Therefore, this solution is expected to 

be simpler and more general than any other stochastic solute transport theory at 

early time. 

The philosophy behind Batchelor's solution is that the velocities of parti

cles may be replaced by the fluid velocities at the points of their releases for a 

period of time within which their velocities remain same or change little and after 

which the particles may gradually lose their memory of the initial velocities and 

move with new velocities. If we knew the exact velocities of the particles at every 

successive time t > ta, we would be able to calculate (record) the positions of the 

particles precisely. Similarly, if we could update the velocity fields after every pe

riod A tg within which Batchelor's solution is valid, we might be able to predict 

the ensemble mean behavior of the particles very well by using Batchelor's solution 
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over successive time steps A ts- In this sense, Batchelor's solution is not only an 

early time solution. If the velocity field is assumed to be Gaussian or lognormal, 

it is completely defined by its first two moments. Therefore, we should be able 

to use Batchelor's solution to predict the ensemble me^n concentration for every 

period of Atg by updating the mean and variance of the velocity conditional to 

field measurements of log conductivity Y and head h. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONDITIONAL MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 

4.1 Methodology 

Monte Carlo simulations are a powerful tool that has become popular in the 

field of stochastic flow and transport. In this chapter, we utilize the Monte Carlo 

method and particle tracking to study the ensemble behavior of solute particles. 

In each simulation, velocity realizations are generated at random for particles at 

each time step, and particle trajectories are traced by a discrete method of charac

teristics. Ensemble particle moments are obtained by averaging over all trajectory 

realizations. 

Since particle trajectories are continuous, the velocity at a given time is 

generally correlated with velocities at earlier times. We condition velocity of a 

particle on a discrete sample of its past recorded velocities in the manner of Ru

bin (1990). The conditional mean velocity (u£(xjv)) and covariance u^(x^) are 

computed according to 

3 w-i 

(iuc
k(xN)) = mk + £ Xkij(xN)[ui(xj) - m,] k  =  1,2,3 (4.1) 

i=i j=i 

3 n - 1 
ufc/(xn) = ««(0) - ]£ £ Awj(xjv)««(xj,xw) M = 1,2,3 (4.2) 

»=1 j=1 

where m,- = is the ensemble mean velocity of the i th component, x/v is the parti

cle's new position, Xj (j = 1,..., N — 1) are the particle's previous locations, u,(xj) 
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is the velocity of the i t h  component at Xj, Uki is the unconditional covariance, and 

Akij are the conditioning coefficients obtained by solving the following equations, 

3 n - 1 

i "ra) = ^ ^ Xm) 771 — 1,2, * • • , N  1 (4.3) 
t'=l j=1 

This system has been described and used for multivariate Gaussian velocities by 

Dagan (1989, pp. 11-14), Rubin (1990) and Gomez-Hernandez (1991, pp. 48-50). 

Simple co-kriging yields the same system without necessarily assuming that it,- is 

multiGaussian (c.f., Dagan, 1989, pp. 33-36) but then the left hand sides of (4.1)-

(4.2) are minimum variance unbiased estimates, not conditional moments. With 

this proviso, (4.1)-(4.3) is not limited to Gaussian fields. 

We examine the ensemble behavior of particles under uniform mean flow 

through a three-dimensional statistically isotropic medium. As discussed in previ

ous chapters, we assume that the three velocity components are mutually uncorre

cted, the longitudinal component being either Gaussian or lognormal while other 

two components are Gaussian. In both cases, the Lagrangian velocity distribution 

is completely defined by the first two conditional moments, which are generally 

functions of particle positions and hence residence time, i.e., the conditional mo

ments define the Lagrangian velocity while the unconditional moments define the 

Eulerian velocity. Each single simulation consists of the following steps: 

1. Compute the conditional velocity mean and variance according to (4.1) -

(4.3). At the first time step, use the unconditional moments. 

2. Generate a random velocity at x by using the conditional mean and variance 

with a Gaussian and/or a lognormal random number generator. 
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3. Move the particle with the generated velocity to a new location Xjv+i = 

xN + uAi. 

4. Repeat the above procedure for every time step. 

Steps 1 through 4 are repeated until an entire trajectory has been traced, 

after which a new trajectory is simulated, and so on. The entire scheme has been 

coded in FORTRAN as program MCSCV listed in Appendix F. The program 

can handle either a Gaussian or a mixed lognormal-Gaussian velocity distribu

tion by specifying the desired option of the distribution form (MF = 1 for mixed 

lognormal-Gaussian, other MF for Gaussian) in the input data file mc.in. The 

input file also requires specifying the variance and integral scale of Y, the mean 

velocity, time step size, the number of time steps, the initial particle position, and 

the number of trajectories to be simulated. An example file is listed at the end 

of Appendix F. The output file mc.out contains information about particle posi

tion and velocity at each time step of each simulation. The sample mean particle 

displacement mean and variance at any t are calculated, respectively, by 

where t  = (n — l)Atf, M is the total number of Monte Carlo simulations, and x™(t) 

is the ith displacement component at the nth time step of the mth simulation. 

The cases of a Gaussian and a lognormal U\ are studied separately in the 

following two sections. 

1 M 

m=l 

1 M 

m=l 
(4.5) 

(4.4) 
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4.2 Gaussian Velocity Field 

When the velocity is assumed to be Gaussian, the conditional moments (4.1) 

and (4.2) completely characterize the Lagrangian velocity distribution. At each 

step of a single simulation, each velocity component can be generated randomly by 

means of a univariate Gaussian random number generator since the three compo

nents are almost mutually uncorrelated. In the code MCSCV with MF ^ 1, we 

first call the IMSL (1989) subroutine DRNNOR to generate a pseudonumber from 

a standard Gaussian distribution and, then rescale the generated number by the 

two moments, i.e., multiply by the standard deviation and add the mean. Then 

the particle is advanced by this generated velocity. 

The larger is the number of simulations, the more reliable are the results. 

However, the computational cost increases with the number of simulations. In

deed the balance between accuracy and cost is a major issue in the Monte Carlo 

simulation method. One criterion to stop the Monte Carlo process is the stabi

lization of sample statistics such as the variance. Particle displacement variances 

for cry =0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 are plotted in Figure 4.1 as a function of the number of 

Monte Carlo simulations (MC) at dimensionless time 0.5. The displacement vari

ances in both the longitudinal and transverse directions fluctuate rapidly with the 

number of simulations when MC < 100, vary slowly when 100 < MC < 250, and 

become virtually constant when MC > 250. Similar behavior has been observed 

at large dimensionless time 75.0. We thus conclude that 250 simulations may be 

enough to obtain meaningful statistics. 

The sample mean particle displacement for a given t can be obtained by 
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Figure 4.1: Dimensionless sample displacement variance versus number of Monte 
Carlo simulations for log conductivity variances 0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 at dimensionless 
time 0.5. 
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a MC, var(Y)=0.01 
• MC, var(Y)=0.25 
- MC, var(Y)=1.00 

MC, var(Y)=4.00 
- Linear 

Figure 4.2: Dimensionless mean particle displacement along longitudinal and trans
verse directions from Monte Carlo simulations with log conductivity variances 0.01, 
0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 compared with those of Dagan's (e.g., 1988) linearized theory. 
(A = 1.5) 
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o MC, var(Y)=0.01 
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- Linear 

Figure 4.3: Dimensionless mean particle displacement along longitudinal and trans
verse directions from Monte Carlo simulations with log conductivity variances 0.01, 
0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 compared with those of Dagan's (e.g., 1988) linearized theory. 
(At = 0.5) 
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means of (4.4). The dimensionless mean trajectories computed from 250 Monte 

Carlo simulations with dimensionless time steps = 0.15 and 0.5 are depicted in 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The upper and lower plots show the longitudinal 

and transverse components, respectively, for oy =0.01, 0.25, 1.0 and 4.0. The 

resultant X\ component deviates from the linearized dimensionless displacement 

(xi) = for each Oy except 0.01, and this deviation increases with the variance. 

The x2 component also differs from the linearized result (zj) = 0 generally. For 

cry = 0.01, the resultant (x$ is virtually identical to 0; oscillates around 0; <j\ = 

0.25, it oscillates around 0; <jy = 1.0, it deviates from the linearized result of 0; 

(Ty = 4.0, it deviates further. The effect of the size of a time step can be seen from 

these two figures. 

The sample particle displacement variance for a given t can be obtained 

using (4.5). The dimensionless displacement variances for cry = 0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 

are compared with the linearized result (3.22)-(3.23) and the quasilinearized theory 

of Neuman and Zhang (1990) in Figures 4.4,4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The variances 

are made dimensionless with respect to Tia\. In each of these four figures, the 

upper plot shows the longitudinal displacement variance, the lower plot shows the 

transverse displacement variance. The two transverse displacement variances are 

theoretically the same, but they differ slightly in the numerical simulation. Since 

this difference is small and decreases as the number of simulations increases, we plot 

only the behavior along one of the two transverse directions. The dimensionless 

linearized variances (Dagan, 1988) are the same for ay but valid only for a\ <C 1, 

while the dimensionless quasilinearized variances (Neuman and Zhang, 1990) are 

different for different log conductivity variances. We present results for <Ty values 
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Figure 4.4: Dimensionless sample particle displacement variance along longitudinal 
and transverse directions from Monte Carlo simulations cry = 0.25 compared with 
linearized and quasilinearized theories. 
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Figure 4.5: Dimensionless sample particle displacement variance along longitudinal 
and transverse directions from Monte Carlo simulations cry = 1.0 compared with 
linearized and quasilinearized theories. 
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Figure 4.6: Dimensionless sample particle displacement variance along longitudinal 
and transverse directions from Monte Carlo simulations <7y = 4.0 compared with 
linearized and quasilinearized theories. 



larger than unity since some researchers (c.f., Rubin and Dagan, 1992) argue that 

transport predictions based on the first-order approximation of velocity covariances, 

which are formally limited to a\ <C 1, are robust and work even for variances 

l a r g e r  t h a n  u n i t y .  I n  t h e  l i m i t  o f  s m a l l  a \  ( w i t h  e f f e c t i v e  P e c l e t  n u m b e r  P  — •  

oo), the quasilinear variances coincide with the linearized ones. Otherwise the 

two theoretical longitudinal variances increase indefinitely with dimensionless time 

but at generally different rates, the quasilinearized transverse variance increases 

indefinitely while the linearized variance attains an asymptotic value after about 

dimensionless time 1.0. When cry = 0.25 (Figure 4.4), cry = 1.0 (Figure 4.5), 

and ay = 4.0 (Figure 4.6), the numerical longitudinal variance from Monte Carlo 

simulations increases with dimensionless time more or less as do the linearized 

and quasilinearized variances; the numerical transverse variance is close to both 

the linear and quasilinear variances at < 2 and increases indefinitely as does 

the quasilinearized variance and never reaches an asymptotic stage as does the 

linearized variance at > 2. 

Joint sample mean concentrations can be obtained based on these results 

for a given t according to (3.1) by counting particle in fixed, small volumes. This, 

however, is error prone unless one uses a very large number of particles. We there

fore calculate instead the marginal displacement pdf based on 500 Monte Carlo 

simulations along the longitudinal and one of two transverse directions. The latter 

are compared with Batchelor's solution (3.26)-(3.27), the linearized solution (3.28)-

(3.29), and the quasilinearized solution (3.28)-(3.29). Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 

show the dimensionless concentrations as functions of dimensionless distance from 

the origin at dimensionless times up to 0.5 for cry = 0.25. The peaks of the nu
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merical longitudinal mean concentrations always lag behind the theoretical ones. 

The numerical mean concentrations are generally narrower and have higher peaks 

than the corresponding theoretical ones in both the longitudinal and transverse 

directions. This may be due to our observation in Figures 4.2 and 4.4 that the 

sample mean longitudinal displacement is less than the linearized one and the sam

ple displacement variances are generally smaller than those of the linearized theory 

at dimensionless times t^ < 0.5. The sample mean concentrations are perhaps 

slightly more consistent with the quasilinear solution than with the linearized and 

Batchelor solutions, but this cannot be ascertained clearly. 
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Figure 4.7: Sample mean marginal concentrations from MC simulations, Batche
lor's, linear and quasilinear solutions along longitudinal direction at = 0.025, 
0.05, 0.1 and 0.15 for ay = 0.25. (Gaussian) 
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4.3 Lognormal Longitudinal Velocity 

In line with section 3.2.2 the velocity component along longitudinal direction 

is herein assumed to be lognormal and the other two components Gaussian. By 

specifying MF = 1 in the input data file rnc.in, the same code MCSCV calls the 

IMSL (1989) subroutine DRNLNL to generate random numbers from a lognormal 

distribution with specified mean and variance of the underlying normal distribution 

ln(uj). The conditional mean and variance of ln(ui) at each step are computed by 

(3.31)-(3.32), in which E(ui) and Var(ui) are in turn given by (4.1)-(4.2). 

Similar to what we did in section 4.2, we examine the behavior of displace

ment variances as functions of the number of Monte Carlo simulations (MC) (Fig

ure 4.11). As before, the variances become stable after about 250 simulations. The 

sample displacement means along the longitudinal and transverse directions for 

cry = 0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 are shown in Figure 4.12. The longitudinal sample mean 

trajectories deviate from the linearized ones ((p\j = t^) more and more as cry in

creases; the transverse sample mean trajectories oscillate around the linearized one 

((xj) = 0) with an amplitude that increases with <7y. 

The sample displacement variances from Monte Carlo simulations are com

pared with Dagan's (1988) linearized result (3.22)-(3.23) up to dimensionless times 

75.0 for cry = 0.25, l.,0 and 4.0 in Figure 4.13. The dimensionless sample longitu

dinal displacement variance deviates from the linearized variance more and more as 

increases. The sample transverse variance climbs above the linearized variance 

at large dimensionless time and keeps increasing indefinitely without ever reaching 

an asymptotic value. 

The marginal displacement probabilities (ensemble mean concentrations) 
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Figure 4.11: Dimensionless sample displacement variances versus number of Monte 
Carlo simulations for log conductivity variances 0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 at dimensionless 
time 0.5 or 0.25. 
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Figure 4.12: Dimensionless mean particle displacement along longitudinal and 
transverse directions from Monte Carlo simulations with log conductivity variances 
0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 compared with Dagan's (e.g., 1988) linearized theory. 
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from 500 Monte Carlo simulations are compared with Batchelor's solution (3.35) 

and (3.27) and the linearized solution (3.36) and (3.29) for Uy = 0.25 in Figures 

4.14-4.17. Although the numerical results oscillate, they appear to be consistent 

with the linearized and Batchelor solutions. 
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Figure 4.14: Sample mean marginal concentrations from MC simulations, Batche
lor's and linear solutions along longitudinal direction at t^ = 0.025, 0.05, 0.1 and 
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Figure 4.16: Sample mean marginal concentrations from MC simulations, Batche
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4.4 Discussion 

In this chapter we have performed three-dimensional Monte Carlo simula

tions to study the ensemble behavior of solute particles. The numerical results have 

been found to be close to those of Daman's (1988) linear and Neuman and Zhang's 

(1990) quasilinear theories when dimensionless time < 2 and to be closer to 

those of the quasilinear theory than those of the linear theory when > 2. More 

specifically, when > 2 the numerical transverse variance increases indefinitely 

with dimensionless time more or less as does the quasilinear variance and never 

reach an asymptotic value as does the linear variance. This finding differs from 

that by Chin and Wang (1992). It is worth noting that in our study and in another 

Monte Carlo study by Levin (1992) we have never obtained the asymptotic stage 

reached by Chin and Wang (1992). 

Our Monte Carlo simulation scheme is different from those of Levin (1992) 

and Chin and Wang (1992). Their approach consists of the following steps: 

1. Generate a three-dimensional conductivity K realization in a domain. 

2. Solve the steady state flow equation under a uniform mean gradient. 

3. Trace the movement of particles through the associated velocity field. 

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 many times. 

Our simulation scheme like that of Rubin (1990) does not have to generate 

a K field, does not solve the flow equation over the entire domain, generates veloc

ity realizations directly (at one point for each time step of each simulation), and 
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it is therefore less demanding computationally. It however does not account for 

boundary effects and is limited to cry < 1. 



Ill 

CHAPTER 5 

PROPOSED CONDITIONAL CONCENTRATION ESTIMATION 
SCHEME 

5.1 Introduction 

Stochastic theories of flow and solute transport in complex geologic media 

have been developed rapidly during the last two decades by researchers such as 

Smith and Freeze (1979), Smith and Schwartz (1980, 1981a,b), Cushman (1983), 

Gelhar and Axness (1983), Winter et al (1984), Dagan (1984, 1987, 1988), Gelhar 

(1986), Neuman et al (1987), Sposito and Barry (1987), Kitanidis (1988), Graham 

and McLaughlin (1989a,b), Neuman and Zhang (1990), Zhang and Neuman (1990), 

and Rubin (1990, 1991a,b,c). However, applications to field problems have been 

relatively limited since most of these theories do not incorporate site-specific infor

mation but invoke instead the assumption of ergodicity, which is not generally met 

in real situations. To render stochastic models useful, it is important to condition 

predictions on site measurements. 

Some investigators (Kitanidis and Vomvoris, 1983; Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 

1984,1985; Dagan, 1982a,c) have tried to obtain site-specific estimates of subsurface 

flow variables such as transmissivity and head by conditioning on field measure

ments. Several researchers have attempted to investigate effect of measurement 

conditioning on solute transport. Smith and Schwartz (1980, 1981a,b) utilized a 

conditional Monte Carlo simulation to achieve a reduction in concentration pre

diction uncertainty by conditioning on uniformly spaced hydraulic conductivity 
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measurements. Dagan (1984) investigated reduction in the concentration coeffi

cient of variation due to an instantaneous point source by conditioning velocity 

and particle displacement moments on head and transmissivity observations. He 

found that the transmissivity measurements on a grid of points could be effective 

in reducing concentration variance if the distance between two measurements are 

smaller than two log transmissivity integral scales; conditioning on head had a 

lesser effect on variance reduction. 

More recently, Graham and McLaughlin (1989b) used a distributed param

eter Kalman filter within a Eulerian framework to condition concentration predic

tions on field observations of log transmissivity, hydraulic head, and solute con

centration. They obtained reasonably good estimates of solute concentration dis

tributions for two synthetic two-dimensional random solute plumes. Graham and 

McLaughlin (1991) later used this two-dimensional solute transport model to pre

dict the evolution of a chloride plume at Borden. However practical application of 

their conditioning procedure and its extension to realistic three-dimensional prob

lems is limited by the computational effort required to solve the corresponding 

equations. 

Rubin (1991a,c) and Rubin and Dagan (1992a) used semianalytical La-

grangian methods to achieve a reduction in prediction uncertainty by conditioning 

on measurements in a two-dimensional statistically isotropic medium with an expo

nential log transmissivity covariance. Rubin (1991a) developed a method to predict 

the spatial moments and concentration due to an instantaneous source of small-

area by conditioning on locally measured data such as log hydraulic transmissivity 

and hydraulic head. Rubin (1991c) provided a methodology to derive the spatial 
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and temporal moments of concentration and suggested a geostatistical formalism 

to predict the concentration by conditioning upon concentration measurements. 

The concentration spatial and temporal moments required in the conditioning for

malism were obtained by single- and two- particle tracking schemes (two Monte 

Carlo simulation methods developed by Rubin (1990, 1991b)). Rubin and Dagan 

(1992a) conditioned the prediction of the travel time of a single particle (i.e., an 

instantaneous point source) on log transmissivity measurements and showed that 

prediction uncertainty could be reduced by increasing the density of measurements 

for a control plane sufficiently far from the source. 

Despite of these efforts, existing conditional models are not yet ready for 

routine application. In particular, there does not yet exist a three-dimensional 

conditional model to predict real field-scale contaminant plumes. In this chap

ter we propose a conditioning scheme which incorporates site-specific information, 

handle realistic sources, and avoids using Monte Carlo simulations which renders 

it computationally efficient. 
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5.2 Concentration Prediction 

Let us consider a contaminant plume in an aquifer under steady state uni

form mean flow. The spread of this plume is controlled by the velocity field, which 

is in turn determined by the hydraulic conductivity and head fields. We may define 

a parameter vector 

9 = {Y(X),A(X),U1(X),U2(X),«3(X), (C(X,<))}t (5.1) 

elements of which are characterized by their corresponding and joint statistical mo

ments. It is difficult and expensive to empirically derive their covariance structures 

since a huge data base is needed. If the aquifer is relatively large compared to 

the plume and the log conductivity field can be characterized by the exponential 

isotropic covariance (2.6), we may use the covariance expressions derived in chapter 

2 to specify the relationships among the parameters. If the log conductivity field is 

statistically anisotropic, we may use the quasi-analytic expressions given by Rubin 

and Dagan (1992b). 

We can condition velocity on field measurements of log conductivity, head 

and velocity. However, velocity measurements are not easy to obtain. We may 

discard the possibility of using velocity measurements. 

We assume for simplicity that the ensemble mean concentration due to an 

instantaneous point source is Gaussian though the proposed scheme can be applied 

to other distribution such as the mixed Gaussian-lognormal. 
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5.2.1 Conditioning of Velocity 

The conditional velocity mean and variance can be expressed by the follow

ing simple co-kriging system, 

Ny Nh 

K(x)> = (uti + A*P(x) Y'(Xp) + Vkq(-x)h'(-x.q) k = 1,2,3 (5.2) 
p= 1 9=1 

Ny Nh 

«**(x) = U u ( 0 )  - ]T Ajtp(x)C„fcY(x, x p )  -  x,) k  =  1 ,2,3 
p=l 9=1 

(5.3) 

where (ujj) and uckk are the conditional mean and variance; Y' and h! are the mea

sured residuals of Y and h, Ny and Nh, the number of measured points of Y and 

h, respectively; (u*), Ukk, CukY and CUkh are the unconditional moments given in 

sections 2.2 and 2.3; and the coefficients A^p and Ukq are solutions of the following 

linear equations 

Ny Nh 

CUkY (x,x.) = ̂  Atp(x)CY(xj, xp) + ^(x)CYfc(xi, x,) i = l,---,NY 
p=1 g=l 

(5.4) 
Ny Nh 

Cukh{x.,xj) = Afcp(x)CYfc(xJ-,Xp) + Yi «/*g(x)Ck(xJ-,x,) j = 1, • • •, Nh. 
p=1 9=1 

(5.5) 

where Cy is given by (2.6), Ch — &fL — Th is the head covariance in which (t\ = 

(aYJi/)2/3 is the head variance and T/t is the head variogram given by (2.18). 

This velocity conditioning scheme has been used by Rubin (1991a) in a 2-D 

case. It is formally limited to cry < 1 • 
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5.2.2 Batchelor's Solutions for Non-Point Sources 

As discussed in section 3.3, Batchelor's solution directly relates the ensemble 

mean concentration to the local velocity pdf and holds true only for relatively short 

periods A tg. However, if we can update the velocity mean and variance within 

every period of Atg, we should be able to successively use Batchelor's solution for 

every Atg. Here we propose to update the velocity field by conditioning through 

the  above  s imple  co -k r ig ing  sys tem on  f i e ld  measurement s  o f  Y and  h .  

At first, let us recall that the Batchelor's solution (3.20) is only valid for an 

instantaneous point source and, space and/or time convolution of this fundamental 

solution must be used for any other type of source. For the sake of completeness, 

let us rewrite (3.20) with decay and retardation (Neuman et al, 1990) as 

M  
(c„(x, t ) )  =  — exp[—A(i - *0)]/n(x, t )  t  —  t 0  <  S t B  (5.6) 

where 

(zi - x i o  - (EI))2 

72  til 
( x 2  -  X 2 o  -  ( p 2 ) ) 2  ( x 3  -  X 3 o  -  ( p $ ) 2  

/»(*,<) ^ _ io)3(27r)3/2<7Ul<7U2<7U3 
exp^ 2( t  -  t 0 ) 2 a l  

2 2 1 <6'7) 

where <f> is kinematic porosity assumed to be constant, r(> 1) is a constant retarda

tion coefficient usually due to equilibrium sorption controlled by a linear isotherm, 

A is an exponential decay constant usually due to radioactivity or biodegradation, 

and (xt) = (ul)t. 

If some solute mass M  is instantaneously introduced into a finite domain 

at time i0, the domain can be subdivided into a dense system of box-shaped 

parcels fin with 2ani,2an2 and 2an3. The parcel Q,n of mass Mn may be considered 
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to consist of an infinite number of point sources with initial concentration 

„ <5-8) 8 r « p  l l i = l  a n i  

Since the parcel is very fine, we may assume that these point sources have the same 

velocity statistical moments. Then the contribution of to the ensemble mean 

concentration can be obtained by integration over the box of contributions from all 

the point sources with infinitesimal mass, 

a fxio+a„i rX2o+a„2 rx3o+a„3 

Xlo—Otnl Jx2o—Oln2 Jx3o—an3 

where (x l o , x 2 o ,  x Z o )  is the centroid of Q . n  at time t 0 .  As shown in Appendix F, (5.9) 

finally reads as 

3 
evnf—\(t. — 

with 

rxio+Oini fX2o+a„2 rx3o+a„3 

( c n ( x , t ) )  =  e x p [ - X ( t - t 0 ) ]  / / c n f n ( T t , t ) d o t i d a ' 2 d o L 3  (5.9) 
j x \n—Otn\ j x i n —CXn. 1  j  

(c„(x,/)) = ^exp[-A(i - <„)] n^niCs.-,*) t - t 0 < S t B  (5.10) 
:'=1 

/ + ani fot) *^io-i &ni (•^ $io-1 /c 11 \ 
fc(x,t) = er/[ 1—/[ ] (Ml) 

where (x;) is the mean position of the centroid of J7n at time t .  This representation is 

exact if mass is uniformly distributed in each at time t0, otherwise its accuracy 

can be improved by decreasing the size of Sln (i.e., by increasing the number of 

parcels). 

To account for the continuous introduction of solute mass over a parcel Qn, 

the source is discretized into time intervals Atm centered about times of origin tm. 

For simplicity we assume the rate of mass generation in each parcel to be constant 

and uniform, and the accuracy can be improved by decreasing the value of Atm if 

the rate is not constant. The contribution of Q,n over Atm to the ensemble mean 
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concentration can be obtained by integration over and Atm (Neuman et al, pp. 

379, 1990), 

c' Ai ^2, 
(c„(x, t ) )  =  n m  exp[—A(i - <TO)] JJ g n ( x i ,  t ) t - t m  < S t B  (5.12) 

s .=i 

where c'nm is the time derivative of cn in over Atm. The total ensemble mean 

concentration at any (x, t )  is the sum of contributions by all individual source 

parcels over all previous time intervals At m  of t m  with t Q  <  t m  <  t .  

5.2.3 Discretization of a Plume 

A contaminant plume may be discretized in space and/or time as discussed 

in the last section. The accuracy of this approximation can be improved by refining 

its discretization. Let us look at Figure 5.1, a two-dimensional schematic represen

tation of the movement of a three-dimensional plume. At time ta a uniform volume 

source of mass M is introduced over a fine parcel in the domain under steady state 

and uniform mean flow from left to right. The plume will migrate as a result of 

advection and dispersion. At time ti such that tx -to< Atsi the plume may 

be well represented by the Batchelor solution (5.10)-(5.11). The plume at time t\ 

covers more than one parcel. Since we can update the velocity moments at this 

time we may be able to apply the Batchelor solution for another period of Stg- For 

each new source parcel the cn in (5.10) is generally not constant in space, so one 

kind of average value must be used. By the same token, the plume at the end of 

the interval A<2 is the new source for another period At3 < Stb, and so on. 

As proposed earlier, we may update the velocity field, by conditioning on 

filed measurements of Y and h, for every period of Ats. Before we go on, an 
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Figure 5.1: A two-dimensional schematic representation of the movement of a 
three-dimensional plume. 
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important issue, how long the Ai# is, must be resolved. As a result of the studies 

of section 3.2.1, for practical purposes, the Batchelor solution has the same accu

racy as the linearized solution up to dimensionless time 0.2, i.e., A= 0.2//fi. 

Ats can be large since groundwater velocity // is always low. Taking the Bor

den site for example, the Y integral scale i = 2.8 m, the mean head gradient 

J\ = 0.0056, the porosity <j> = 0.33 and the geometric mean hydraulic conductiv

ity Kg = 6.18 ml day (c.f., Graham and Mclaughlin, 1991, Table 1.). Therefore, 

H  = =  0 .10487  m / d a y ,  and  A t s  = 5.4  d a y .  

Measurements of Y and h  at points near the current plume can be made 

every period of Atg. However, it is not an easy task to obtain these measurements 

dur ing  eve ry  A  say ,  5 .4  d a y .  We may  use  an  a l t e rna te .  S ince  the  Y  and  h  

fields are time-invariant, some measurements can be made once or several times at 

points along and around the possible path of the plume. At each time step, only 

measurements near the current plume positions are chosen to condition the velocity 

field. 
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5.3 Updating of Concentration 

If concentration measurements are available, we may update the predicted 

concentration moments. This can be done by the following simple kriging system, 

Nl  Nl  

(cc(x, <)) = (c(x, t ) )  +  53 A«j(x)c/(x<> * j )  (5.13) 
« = i  j = i  

iVc' 

V a r ° ( x , t ) = V a r ( x , t ) - 53 A,j(x)Coi;(x,<; x,-,^) (5.14) 
1 = 1 j = l 

where ( c ( x , t ) }  is the predicted mean concentration at location x and time i, 

(cc(x,t)) is the updated (conditional) value at that location and time, c'(x;, tj) = 

(c(x;, tj)) — c*(x,-, <;) is the deviation of the concentration at location x,- and time ij 

from its measured value c*, iVc' is the number of locations where measurements were 

taken, ^ is the number of sampling sessions, Cou(x, <;x,-,<j) = (c'(x,t)c'(xi,tj)} is 

the concentration covariance, Var(x,i) = (c'(x,t)c'(x,t)) is the unconditional con

centration variance, and the upper index c denotes conditioning. The coefficients 

Aij satisfy the following linear equation 

N'c N> 

C o v ( x , t ] x k , t i )  =  ̂ J 2 \ i j C o v ( x k , t l ; x i , t j )  k  —  I  =  1,• • •,JV*. (5.15) 
i = i  j = i  

The above equations have been used by Rubin (1991c) in a 2-D case and imply 

that (c(x, tj) is known although it is not necessary to be stationary. 

The concentration field is time-dependent and nonstationary even though 

the underlying velocity field might be time invariant and stationary. Thus it is 

difficult to empirically derive the concentration covariance. Therefore we may al

ternatively use available theoretical covariances. According to Neuman (1992), 
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under a pseudo-Fickian regime, the concentration covariance can be written as 

(c'(x, <)c'(xi, t j ) }  = VT(c(x, t ) )  jf A(r - r ^ d r d r j  V(c(x,-, ^)) (5.16) 

where A is the Lagrangian velocity covariance tensor of velocity fluctuations. For 

t = tj, the above covariance simplifies further to 

{c'(x,<)c'(xi,f)) = Vr(c(x,f))X(<)V(c(x,-,t)) (5.17) 

where X is the spatial covariance defined by (3.10). 
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5.4 Scheme Summary 

The proposed conditional estimation scheme for an instantaneous volume 

source can be summarized as follows. 

1. Discretize the initial source into a number of fine box-shaped parcels. 

2. Subdivide the continuous movement of the plume into discrete steps Atm 

smaller than or at most equal to A 

3. Measure Y and h  near the expected mean plume path. This can be done 

before or/and (serval times) after the introduction of the source. 

4. At each time step, compute conditional velocity moments and for each 

new source parcel due to the previous time step or the initial source, through 

the simple co-kriging system (5.2) - (5.5) based on nearby measurements of 

Y and  h .  

5. Predict the concentration contribution for each new source parcel by (5.10) 

and  (5 .11)  wi th  (u ; )  and  a \ .  r ep laced  by  {u$  and  u c
i { .  

6. Sum up the contributions of all individual parcels. The resultant plume is 

the new source for the next time step. 

7. Update the predicted concentration field through the kriging system (5.13) -

(5.15) based on available concentration measurements. 

8. Repeat steps 4 through 7 as often as desired. 

For a continuous volume source, the source must also be discretized in time. 

At the first time step, (5.12) should be used instead of (5.10). At the second and 
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later time steps, two kinds of sources, i.e., the real source and the resultant source 

from the previous step, should be taken into account. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Summary 

This thesis has studied some aspects of stochastic flow and transport in com

plex geologic media. We developed fully analytic expressions for cross-covariances 

of velocity and log conductivity, velocity and head as well as velocity covariances 

in three-dimensional flow through statistically isotropic formations, presented and 

evaluated an exact early time solution of solute transport, analyzed the ensemble 

behavior of solute particles, and proposed a conditioning concentration estimation 

scheme. 

The velocity covariances and cross-covariances between velocity and log con

ductivity, and velocity and head have been derived under the condition of statis

tically isotropic media with mildly fluctuated log conductivities. The directional 

linear integral scales have been evaluated numerically. The following observations 

have been made during this study: 

1. The velocity covariances ( i , j  =  1,2,3) are symmetric but anisotropic, and 

tend to zero as r —> oo. 

2. The velocity variances (the limits of u,-,-(r) as r —• 0) are identical to those 

given by Dagan(c.f., pp. 257, 1989). Our velocity covariances have the same 
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behaviors as those given by Rubin and Dagan (1992), but our expressions axe 

simpler. 

3. The cross-covariances CUiy (& = 1,2,3) are antisymmetric and anisotropic, 

and CUi/4 (i = 1,2,3) are symmetric and anisotropic. The behaviors of our 

fully analytic CUiy and Cu,h are the same as those corresponding to f=1.00 

of Rubin and Dagan's (1992) quasi-analytic results (see also, Zhang and Neu-

man, 1992). 

4. For u\\, the directional integral scale is different in a different direction and 

has the largest value in the mean flow direction xi (r2 = 7-3 = 0). 1/22 is a 

ho le  func t ion  o f  a  ze ro  in t eg ra l  sca le  i n  the  d i rec t ion  o f  x x  or  x 2 .  

In a word, the structures of the random head and velocity fields are 

anisotropic despite statistically isotropic media. The various covariances may be 

applied to center of domains which are roughly the size of 10 log conductivity 

integral scales though they are formally derived in an infinite domain. 

The early time (Batchelor's) solution of solute transport has been evaluated 

in both Gaussian and mixed lognormal-Gaussian distribution forms. This solution 

is simpler and more general than any other stochastic solute transport solution at 

early time since it relates the ensemble mean concentration to the velocity field di

rectly while other stochastic solute transport solutions have to use spatial moments 

which must be derived from the velocity moments. In the Gaussian form, the early 

time solution of solute transport in three-dimensional uniform mean flow through a 

statistically isotropic medium is identical to solutions given by Dagan's (e.g., 1988) 

linearized and Neuman and Zhang's (1990) quasilinearized theories at the early 
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time limit (tM —> 0). The validity range of this solution has been determined, for 

some special cases, by comparing to existing stochastic transport theories. In both 

the Gaussian and mixed lognormal-Gaussian forms, the early time solutions in the 

aforementioned three-dimensional case agree well with the linearized solutions up 

to dimensionless time = 0.2 in joint distribution forms and up to dimensionless 

time = 0.5 in marginal forms. 

Conditional Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to study ensem

ble behaviors of solute particles. The velocity at a given time is generally correlated 

with velocities at earlier times since particle trajectories are continuous. The condi

tional mean velocity and covariance are related to past recorded velocities through 

the simple co-kriging system (4.1)-(4.3). This three-dimensional Monte Carlo sim

ulation scheme differs from those of Levin (1992) and Chin and Wang (1992) in 

that this scheme generate velocity realizations directly for the particle instead of 

first generating a K field for a whole domain and then the solving flow equation for 

a velocity field, it is therefore more computationally efficient. However, it does not 

account for boundary effect. The following conclusions can be drawn from these 

simulations for an instantaneous point source introduced in three-dimensional flow 

through a statistically isotropic medium: 

1. In both Gaussian and lognormal-Gaussian forms, displacement variances in 

both longitudinal and transverse directions become stable after 250 Monte 

Carlo simulations. 

2. In both the Gaussian and mixed lognormal-Gaussian forms, the sample longi

tudinal mean trajectories deviate from the corresponding linearized trajecto
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ries more and more as a\ increases. The sample transverse mean trajectories 

oscillate around the corresponding linearized one with an amplitude that in

creases With 0y. 

3. In the Gaussian form, when 0.25 < cry < 4.0, the sample longitudinal vari

ance increases with dimensionless time more or less as do the linearized and 

quasilinearized variances, and the sample transverse variance is close to both 

the linear and quasilinear variances when <2 but it increases indefinitely 

as does the quasilinearized variance and never reach an asymptotic stage as 

does the linearized variance when > 2. 

4. In the mixed lognormal-Gaussian form, the sample longitudinal displacement 

variance deviates from the linearized variance and the deviations increase with 

Cy. The sample transverse displacement variance climbs above the linearized 

variance at large and keeps increasing indefinitely without ever reaching 

an asymptotic value. 

5. In the Gaussian form, the numerical ensemble concentrations as results of 

particle counting are perhaps slightly more consistent with those from the 

quasilinearized solution than with those from the linearized solution. 

In general, the numerical behaviors have been found to be closer to those of 

the quasilinearized theory than those of the linearized theory when > 2. 

A conditioning concentration estimation scheme has been proposed to in

corporate site-specific information and to handle realistic sources. This proposed 

scheme  cond i t ions  ve loc i ty  moments  on  nea rby  f i e ld  measurement s  o f  Y  and  h  

through a simple co-kriging system, relates the ensemble concentrations to the 
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conditional velocity moments directly, and updates the predicted concentrations 

through a kriging system based on available concentration measurements. 
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6.2 Recommendations for Further Research 

Based on this study, the following research topics are recommended: 

1. Early Time Solution in Statistically Anisotropic Media 

We have compared the early time solution with the linearized and quasilin-

earized theories in statistically isotropic media and examined the validity range for 

this solution. This comparison can be extended to statistically anisotropic media. 

For these kinds of media, the velocity variances needed in the early time solution 

can be obtained from the quasi-analytic covariances of velocity presented in Ap

pendix C of Rubin and Dagan (1992b), the linearized and quasilinearized spatial 

moments can be found in Dagan (equations 23, 36 and 37, 1988), and Neuman and 

Zhang (1990) and Zhang and Neuman (1990), respectively. 

2. Lognormal Version of the Quasilinear Theory 

The fluctuation of a plume particle displacement about its mean trajectory 

has been assumed to be Gaussian in development of the quasilinear theory (Neuman 

and Zhang, 1990). A lognormal version of the quasilinear theory may be derived if 

the fluctuation is assumed to be lognormal. 

3. Monte Carlo Simulations in Statistically Anisotropic Media 

The Monte Carlo simulation scheme can be easily extended to statistically 

anisotropic media. While the procedure remains the same, the unconditional ve

locity covariances should be replaced by Rubin and Dagan's (1992b) quasi-analytic 

expressions, which have to be evaluated numerically. The simulation results can be 

analyzed by the same way presented in this study. 

4. The Proposed Conditional Concentration Estimation Scheme 

Carry out and improve this proposed three-dimensional conditioning con



centration estimation scheme, and apply this scheme to tracer experiments. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3.14) 

Substitution of (3.12) into (3.13) yields 

d  f t  
d(* ~ *o) = j t  jf (* ~ t)A(t) dt  (A.l) 

Rearranging (A.l) as 

D ( < - * o )  =  ^ [ j f  t k (r) d ,t -  £ tA(t)<It] 

= ip°LmiT]-iiTHT)dT 

= I A( .r)dT + t-~ f A(r)dr—f  rA(r)dr (A.2) 
At •'to 

Applying Leibnitz's rule to (A.2) yields 

D(< — t 0 )  =  I  A(r) d r  + <A(<) — iA(<) 
to 

= f A(r)dr (A.3) 
to 
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APPENDIX B 

VERIFICATION OF EQUATIONS (3.22) AND (3.23) 

Since dimensionless r = f i t / 1 ,  then (ri,r2,r3)T = (/x,0,0) T t / I  = (^OjO)7" in the 

case of uniform mean flow directed parallel to x\. Then (2.19) and (2.20) simplfy 

to 

u „  8  9 6  _ t , 8  4 0  9 6  9 6 ,  

t i + e  " ( < j + +  t j + 1 % ] (RI) 

"" "M =-I + S-e"''(f + | + i + # + S) (B.2) 
a^/j,2 v<„ tl ' t% ' t* ' <5 

9 = 0 i , j  = 1,2 o r  3 and i ^ j  (B.3) 

Equivalently, by using (3.16), (3.15) may be rewritten as 

i rpx -
U i j = 2  ~ d t ^  «)i = 1)2or3 (B.4) 

or 
I fpy 

U d i j  =  2 ~ d f i L  *>i = 1>2or3 (B.5) 

where Udij = ^/(cry/i2) and Xdij = Xij/(ayl2). Substitution of (3.22) and (3.23) 

into (B.5) yields (B.l), (B.2) and (B.3). 
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APPENDIX C 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3.26) 

Substitution of (3.20) into (3.25) yields 

^ r r i ..._r (*i-/^)2 (^)2 (®3)2 
n 

p \ x h t )  —  i  i  ,  / o ~ \ 3 exp[ oa2/r2 042 2 9*2 2 ] ̂ 2^3 j-ooj-oo t3(v2n)3aul<TU2crU3 2i2<r^ 2<2cr22 2i2cr23 

(c . i ;  

where 

Rearranging (C.I) 

/>(ari, i) =  F t  x  F 2  x  F 3  (C.2) 

F' = <3^.. expl_( 21'< 1 (C'3) 

Fj=^k:£exp|"S<1<ii! (C-4) 

i?3=^k:£exp[-i< l' ix3 (&6) 

We see that 

t f°° r (x2)2 , jr x2 , 
-7= / exp[-0.2^2 M-tt—J 
y/TT J-oo <*l2 y/2tcrU2 

1  e r  f f — — l * 2 = ° o  
2 ny/2tajx2=-°° 

t  

where e r f ( h )  =  e ~ * 2 d f  is the error function and e r f ( - o o )  =  — e r f ( o o )  

By the same token, 

(C.6) 

= -1. 

F 3  =  t  (C.7) 
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Therefore, (3.26) is immediately obtained by substituting (C.3), (C.6) and (C.7) 

into (C.2). 
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APPENDIX D 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3.33) 

When u \ ,  u 2  and u 3  are mutually independent, u \  is lognormally distributed, and 

u2 and u3 are normally distributed, the velocity distribution can be written as 

1 
p[ln(w1),it2,u3] = 

( y / 2 n ) 3 {  V a r  [ln(ux)]} 1/2<t„2 a U 3  

n:nf [ln(ui)--E[ln(Ml)]]2 (u2f (m3)2 

XPi 2Var[ln(ui)] 2< 2< > 

Equivalently, (D.l) can be rewritten as 

1 
p [ u u u 2 , u 3 ]  =  

ui (  V^7r)3 {  V a r  [ln(ui)]}1 /2 <r„2 a ,  «3 

„:nf [ln(ui) - E[ln(«x)]]2 _ (u2)2 _ (u3)2, 
2 Var [ln(uj)] 2a2

2 2a\z 

t  

X \  ( v ^ 7 r ) 3  {  V  a r  [ln(ui)]} 1!2c t U2 a .  ti3 
[ln(xi/t) — .E[ln(^i)]]2 _ { x 2 / t f  _  ( x 3 / t ) 2 ,  

eXM 2Var[ln(ui)] 2< 2< 

Substituting (D.2) into (3.18) yields 

1 
p ( x i , x 2 , x z )  

a:ii2(\/27r)3{V ar(ln ti3 
(  [ K ^ i / * )  -  £ [ l n ( M ! ) ] ] 2  _  ( x 2 ) 2  _  { x 3 f  

XP1 2Var[ln(Ul)] 2<2< 2^/^ 

Through (3.1), we can obtain (3.33) at once. 
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APPENDIX E 

COMPUTER PROGRAM MCSCV 

######################### 

# MCSCV # 

# MAY, 1992 # 

# Dongxiao Zhang # 

# Univ. of Arizona # 

######################### 

This is a 3-D conditional Monte Carlo simulation program of 

solute transport through particle tracking. The program 

directly generates velocity for the particle using its 

conditional moments, which are computed by a simple kriging 

system based on the various theoretical unconditional moments 

and its previous generated velocities. (Details see Chapter 4 

of the thesis). 

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ INPUT FILE QQQQQQQQQQQflQQQQQQQQQQ® 

The input parameters have to be speficied in the input file 

"mc.in" before running this program. The input file is 



arranged as follows. 

Line 1: mf 

mf 1 ul is lognormally distributed; 

else ul is normally distributed. 

Note: u2 & u3 are normal by default. 

Line 2: iseed, icon, khd, nmc 

iseed initial seed for random number generator. 

icon 1 conditional simulation; 

else unconditional simulation. 

khd the maximum number of previous velocity 

values used to compute the current 

conditional velocity moments, 

nmc the total number of simulations. 

Line 3: scale, sgy2, um 

scale the integral scale of ln(K). 

sgy2 the variance of ln(K). 

um the mean velocity which is along the 

longitudinal axis. 



Line 4: xlO, x20, x30, dt, ndt 

xlO the particle's initial position along xl axis 

x20 the particle's initial position along x2 axis 

x30 the particle's initial position along x3 axis 

dt the value of time step. 

ndt the total number of time steps of each 

simulation. 

QQ<9@@(9(3@<g(9<3®@(3®(9QQS(9<3<9 OUTPUT FILE <0Q®@<8QQ®<8QQ®<1)®Q®®<BQ@®<D®<D 

An output file "mc.out" is created after each run. Each line 

of this output file contains the following items: 

mc, ii, xl, x2, x3, ul, u2, u3, ist 

mc the mc-th Monte Carlo simulation. 

ii the ii-th time step of the mc-th simulation. 

xl the particle's current position along xl. 

x2 the particle's current position along x2. 

x3 the particle's current position along x3. 

ul the particle's current velocity along xl. 

u2 the particle's current velocity along x2. 

u3 the particle's current velocity along x3. 

ist 0 the current velocity is generated by using 
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conditional moments; 

1 otherwise. 

MAIN ROUTINE <9Q<a<a(9<9<3<i)<9<9<a<a<3<9<9<9<9<a(9®<9®<D 

program MCSCV 

(M)onte (C)arlo (S)imulation (C)onditioning on the previously 

generated (V)elocity. 

parameter(ndim=1001,mxmc=1000) 

ndim the maximum number of time steps 

mxmc the maximum number of Monte Carlo simulations 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

dimension u(3,ndim),uc(3),cou(3,3),ist(ndim) 

common/blockl/ scale,sgy2,um 

common/block2/ xl(ndim),x2(ndim),x3(ndim) 

common/block3/ var(3,3),kc 

call iwkin(5172) 

open (1, f ile=' mc. in') 

open(2,file='mc.out') 

read(l,*) mf 
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read(l,*) iseed,icon,khd,nmc 

read(l,*) scale,sgy2,urn 

read(l,*) xl0,x20,x30,dt,ndt 

close(l) 

kc=l 

do 10 kl=l,3 

do 10 k2=l,3 

var(kl,k2)=0.d0 

10 continue 

const=sgy2*um*um/15.d0 

var(l,l)=const*8.d0 

var(2,2)=const 

var(3,3)=const 

xl (l)=xl0 

x2(l)=x20 

x3(l)=x30 

do 500 mc=l,nmc 

iseed=iseed+((-1)**mc)*(2*mc)**2 

do 100 nn=l,ndt 

kc=l 

iseed=iseed+nn**2 

if(nn .gt. khd) kc=nn-khd 

if(nn .gt. 1 .and. icon .eq. 1) then 

c 

c 

compute the conditional mean uc(3) & (co)variance cou(3,3) 

at the current position xi(nn) 
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c 

ier=0 

call condition(nn,u,uc,cou,ier,mf) 

c 

c get one random vector from the pdf with 

c conditional mean uc(3) k (co)variance cou(3,3) 

c 

ist(nn)=ier 

call grandom(iseed,cou,uc,ier,mf) 

if(ier .eq. 1) go to 15 

else 

c 

c do the unconditional simulation 

c 

15 uc(l)=um 

uc(2)=0.d0 

uc(3)=0.d0 

ist(nn)=l 

call grandom(iseed,var,uc,ier,mf) 

end if 

c 

u(l,nn)=uc(l) 

u(2,nn)=uc(2) 

u(3,nn)=uc(3) 

c move the particle by the generated velocity 

xl(nn+l)=xl(nn)+uc(l)*dt 

x2(nn+l)=x2(nn)+uc(2)*dt 

x3(nn+1)=x3(nn)+uc(3)*dt 

c 
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100 continue 

c 

do 150 ii=l,ndt 

write(2,200)mc,ii,xl(ii),x2(ii),x3(ii),u(l,ii),u(2,ii), 

& u(3,ii), ist(ii) 

150 continue 

200 format(2i4,6(lx,f9.5) ,i4) 

call flush(2) 

c 

c "flush" here forces the program to write the output to the 

c output file after each simulation instead of storing 

c everything in memory. This slows down the program a little 

c bit. Generally computers do not really write to the output 

c file until the program is done or their memories are full, 

c but C0NVX1 has huge memories. 

c 

500 continue 

c 

end 

c 

c 

c <a®®Q@<3®®Q<3®Q®®Q®Q®QQQQ@ SUBROUTINES S®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®® 

c 

c 

c 

subroutine condition(nn,u,uc,cou,ier,mf) 

c 

c 

parameter(ndim=600,n3=600) 
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implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

dimension a(n3),u(3,ndim),uc(3),cou(3,3),umm(3) 

common/block1/scale,sgy2,um 

common/block2/xl(ndim),x2(ndim),x3(ndim) 

common/block3/var(3,3),kc 

ier=0 

umm(l)=um 

umm(2)=0.d0 

umm(3)=0.d0 

uc(l)«0.d0 

uc(2)=0.d0 

uc(3)=0.d0 

const=sgy2*um*um 

nn3=(nn-kc) 

do 100 k=l,3 

uc(k)=umm(k) 

call coeff(k,nn,nn3,a,ier) 

if(ier . eq. 1) then 

30 do 40 kl=l,3 

uc(kl)=umm(kl) 

do 40 k2=l,3 

cou(kl,k2)=var(kl,k2) 

40 continue 

ier=l 

return 

end if 
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jj=0 

do 45 j=kc,nn-l 

jj-jj+1 

uc(k)=uc(k)+a(j j)*(u(k,j)-umm(k)) 

45 continue 

aum=dabs(um) 

if(mf .ne. 1) then 

if(dabs(uc(l)) .gt. 5.0*aum .or. 

& dabs(uc(2)) .gt. 3.0*aum .or. dabs(uc(3)) .gt. 3.0*aum) 

& go to 30 

else 

if(uc(l) .gt. 5.0*aum .or. uc(l) .le. O.dO .or. 

& dabs(uc(2)) .gt. 3.0*aum .or. dabs(uc(3)) .gt. 3.0*aum) 

& go to 30 

end if 

cou(k,k)=var(k,k) 

jj=0 

do 50 j=kc,nn-l 

dl=(xl(j)-xl(nn))/scale 

d2=(x2(j)-x2(nn))/scale 

d3=(x3(j)-x3(nn))/scale 

r=sqrt(dl**2+d2**2+d3**2) 

if(r .eq. O.dO) then 

cov=var(k,k)/const 

else if(r .It. O.OldO) then 

dl=0.01*dl/r 

d2=0.01*d2/r 
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d3=0.01*d3/r 

call covmatrix(k,k,dl,d2,d3,cov) 

cov=var(k,k)/const-(var(k,k)/const-cov)*r/0.OldO 

else 

call covmatrix(k,k,dl,d2,d3,cov) 

end if 

cou(k,k)=cou(k,k)-a(j j)*cov*sgy2*um*um 

50 continue 

c 

if(cou(k,k) .le. O.dO) go to 30 

100 continue 

cou(l,2)=0.d0 

cou(2,l)=cou(l,2) 

cou(l,3)=0.d0 

cou(3,l)=cou(l,3) 

cou(2,3)=0.d0 

cou(3,2)=cou(2,3) 

c 

end 

c 

c 

subroutine covmatrix(kl,k2,dl,d2,d3,cov) 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

c 

kk=kl+k2 

if(kl .eq. 2 .and. k2 .eq. 2) then 

call u22(dl,d2,d3,cov) 
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else if (kk .eq. 2) then 

call ull(dl,d2,d3,cov) 

else if (kk .eq. 3) then 

call ul2(dl,d2,d3,cov) 

else if (kk .eq. 4) then 

call ul2(dl,d3,d2,cov) 

else if (kk .eq. 5) then 

call u23(dl,d2,d3,cov) 

else if (kk .eq. 6) then 

call u22(dl,d3,d2,cov) 

end if 

c 

end 

c 

c 

subroutine grandom(i seed,cov,uc,i er,mf) 

c 

c 

c this subroutine calls IMSL subroutines to generate the 

c realizations for velocity components by assuming log-

c normal ul and normal u2 & u3. 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

dimension cov(3,3),cv(2,2),r(l),rsig(2,2),uc(3),rlog(l) 

external rnset,erset,drnlnl.drnnor 

c 

ier=0 

nr=l 

k=2 



ldrsig=2 

ldr=l 

cvl=sqrt(cov(1,1)) 

cv2=sqrt(cov(2,2)) 

cv3®sqrt(cov(3,3)) 

compute the mean and variance for ln(ul) 

•for ul 

if (mf .ne. 1) then 

ul normal 

initialize the seed as input of DRNMVN 

call rnset(iseed) 

the random number generator 

call drnnor(nr.r) 

dd the conditional means 

uc(l)=uc(l)+r(l)*cvl 

else 

ul lognormal 

vm=2.d0*dlog(uc(l))-0.5d0*dlog(uc(l)*uc(l)+cov(l,1)) 

varln=dlog(cov(1,1)+uc(1)*uc(1))-2.dO*dlog(uc(1)) 

varln=sqrt(varln) 

call rnset(iseed) 

call drnlnl(nr,vm,varln,rlog) 



uc(l)=rlog(l) 

end if 

-for u2 and u3 (normal) 

iseed=iseed+221417 

initialize the seed as input of DRNMVN 

call rnset(iseed) 

the random number generator 

call drnnor(nr,r) 

add the conditional means 

uc(2)=uc(2)+r(l)*cv2 

iseed=iseed+123467 

call rnset(iseed) 

the random number generator 

call drnnor(nr,r) 

add the conditional means and the standard deviation 

uc(3)=uc(3)+r(l)*cv3 

end 

subroutine ull(rl,r2,r3,cov) 

this subroutine will calcualte ull of the 3-d covariance 

tensor. 



implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

r = sqrt(rl**2+r2**2+r3**2) 

rr2 = r**2 

rr3 = r**3 

rr4 = r**4 

rr5 = r**5 

rr6 = r**6 

rr7 = r**7 

rr8 = r**8 

rr9 = r**9 

fl = l./rr3 

f2 = (36.+6.*rl**2)/rr5 

f3 = (360.*r1**2+15.*rl**4)/rr7 

f4 = (420.*rl**4)/rr9 

f5 = 1. + (2./r) 

f6 = (7. - 2.*rl**2)/rr2 

f7 = (19.-12.*rl**2)/rr3 

f8 = (36. - 54*rl**2+rl**4)/rr4 

f9 = (36. - 174.*rl**2+10.*rl**4)/rr5 

f10 = (-360.*rl**2 + 55.*rl**4)/rr6 

fll = (-360.*rl**2 + 195.*rl**4)/rr7 

f12 = (420.*rl**4)/rr8 

f13 = (420.*rl**4)/rr9 

cov =-fl - f2 + f3 - f4 

cov=cov+dexp(-r)*(f5+f6+f7+f8+f9+f10+f11+f12+f13) 



end 

subroutine ul2(rl,r2,r3,cov) 

this subroutine will calcualte ul2 of the 3-d covariance 

tensor. 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

r = sqrt(rl**2+r2**2+r3**2) 

rr2 = r**2 

rr3 = r**3 

rr4 = r**4 

rr5 = r**5 

rr6 = r**6 

rr7 = r**7 

rr8 = r**8 

rr9 = r**9 

fl = 6./rr5 

f2 = 1. /rr2+3./rr3+6./rr4+6./rr5 

f3 = fl-dexp(-r)*f2 

f4 = -9./rr5+(180.+15.*rl**2)/rr7-420.*rl**2/rr9 

f5 = 3./rr3+(21.-rl**2)/rr4+(81.-10.#rl**2)/rr5 

f6 = (180.-55.*rl**2)/rr6+(180.-195.*r1**2)/rr7 

f7 = -(420.*rl**2)/rr8-(420.*rl**2)/rr9 



f8 =rl*r2*(f3+ f4-dexp(-r)*(f5+f6+f7)) 

cov =f8 

end 

subroutine u22(rl,r2,r3,cov) 

this subroutine will calcualte u22 of the 3-d covariance 

tensor. 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

r = sqrt(rl**2+r2**2+r3**2) 

rl2 = rl**2 

r22 = r2**2 

rr2 = r**2 

rr3 = r**3 

rr4 = r**4 

rr5 = r**5 

rr6 = r**6 

rr7 = r**7 

rr8 = r**8 

rr9 - r**9 

fl = l./rr3 

f2 = (12. + 3* rl2 + 3.*r22)/rr5 

f3 = (15.* (4.*rl2 + 4.*r22+ rl2*r22 ))/rr7 



f4 = (420.*rl2*r22)/rr9 

f5 = (l/rr2) + (5. - rl2 - r22)/rr3 

f6 = (12. - 7.*rl2 - 7.*r22+ rl2 * r22)/rr4 

f7 = (12.-27.*rl2-27.*r22+10.*rl2*r22) / rr5 

f8 = (-60.*rl2 + 55.*rl2*r22 -60.*r22)/rr6 

f9 = (-60*rl2+195.*rl2*r22 - 60.*r22)/rr7 

flO = (420.*rl2*r22)/rr8 

fll = (420.*rl2*r22)/rr9 

covl =f1-f2+f3-f4 

f12=dexp(-r)*(f5+f6+f7+f8+f9+f10+f11) 

cov =covl+fl2 

end 

subroutine u23(rl,r2,r3,cov) 

this subroutine will calcualte u23 of the 3-d covariance 

tensor. 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

r = sqrt(rl**2+r2**2+r3**2) 

rr2 = r**2 

rr3 = r**3 

rr4 = r**4 

rr5 = r**5 
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rr6 = r**6 

rr7 = r**7 

rr8 = r**8 

rr9 = r**9 

c 

fl = 3./rr5-(60.+15.*rl**2)/rr7 

f2 =(420.*rl**2)/rr9 

f3=f1+f2 

f4 =1./rr3+(7.-rl**2)/rr4+(27.-10.*rl**2)/rr5 

f5 = (60.-55.*rl**2)/rr6+(60.-195.*rl**2)/rr7 

f6 = -(420.*rl**2)*(l./rr8+l./rr9) 

f8 =r3*r2*(f3+ dexp(-r)*(f4+f5+f6)) 

cov =-f8 

c 

end 

c 

c 

c QQQQQQOQQQQQQQQQ®®®® INPUT EXAMPLE FILE QQ®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®® 

c 

c 

0 

13121532,1,30,250 

1.dO,0.25d0,0.IdO 

0.dO,0.dO,0.dO,1.0,701 
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APPENDIX F 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (5.10) 

In (5.9) /n(x,tf) reads as 

f ( x t )  =  - cxpf 
(<-<o)3(v^r)3^t.1or«afftt3 

2 

2 (x2 -g'2- tph)2 _ (x3 — a'3 — fog))2 

2 ( t - t 0 ) * <  2  ( t - 0 2 <  J  1  J  

Equivalently, (5.9) can be rewritten as 

3 
(c„(x, <)) = cn exp[—A(i - <0)] IJ Fi (F.2) 

«'=1 

where 
\2 

~ f^Zrr / Oft — t "12/T2 '  ' (*"3) V 2iTT(Tu^ Jxi0—ani «oJ Ui 

Let 
x; — a'{  — (x{j . 

w = ' ' ^ V (F.4) 
- *oK, 

Then 

<&*• = —V2(t — t0)aUidu} (F.5) 

Substitution of (F.5) into (F.4) yields 

I x.-x ,  

= _J_ rTS^iexp(—u>2) du> 
V \^(t-»o)crUj 

=* -5(er/l VSH-«.K I_er/I -«.)»., ,} 

= 7} 9ni{,xiit) (^-6) 
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where erf(h) = ̂  /„ e~}2df is the error function. Therefore, (5.10) is obtained by 

substituting (F.6) into (F.2). 
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